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SECOND ORDER CUMULANTS: SECOND ORDER
EVEN ELEMENTS AND R-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS
OCTAVIO ARIZMENDI AND JAMES A. MINGO
Abstract. We introduce R-diagonal and even operators of sec-
ond order. We give a formula for the second order free cumulants
of the square x2 of a second order even element in terms of the
second order free cumulants of x. Similar formulas are proved for
the second order free cumulants of aa∗, when a is a second order
R-diagonal operator. We also show that if r is second order R-
diagonal and b is second order free from r, then rb is also second
order R-diagonal. [December 23, 2019]
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1. Introduction
Roughly thirty years ago Voiculescu devised a new kind of indepen-
dence, called free independence, for non-commuting random variables,
which also gives a precise meaning to being in ‘general position’, but
without the assumption that the random variables commute. This has
been particularly fruitful in dealing with matrix valued random vari-
ables.
In classical probability the characteristic function (or its logarithm)
of a measure plays a prominent role. In free probability the logarithm of
the characteristic function gets replaced by Voiculescu’s R-transform
given by R(z) = G〈−1〉(z) − z−1 where G(z) = E((z − X)−1) is the
Cauchy transform of X, z is in the complex upper half plane C+ and
the inverse G〈−1〉 is defined on a suitable domain in C. If R has a
power series expansion
∑
n≥1 κnz
n−1, which is always the case with a
bounded random variable, then the coefficients, {κn}n≥1, of R are the
free cumulants of X.
The context for free probability theory is a non-commutative proba-
bility space (A, ϕ). Here A is a unital algebra over C and ϕ : A → C is
a linear functional with ϕ(1) = 1. Elements of A are our random vari-
ables and ϕ is our expectation. If a1, . . . , as ∈ A then {ϕ(ai1 · · · ain) |
i1, . . . , in ∈ {1, . . . , s}} are the mixed moments of {a1, . . . , as}. If
a1, . . . , as are freely independent then the mixed moments of {a1, . . . ,
as} are determined, according to a universal rule, by the individual
moments of each ak, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
In this article we shall further assume that A is an involutive alge-
bra, i.e. there is a conjugate linear map a 7→ a∗ such that (ab)∗ = b∗a∗.
Furthermore we shall assume that ϕ(a∗a) ≥ 0 for a ∈ A and that ϕ is a
trace, although many results remain valid in greater generality. Such a
pair (A, ϕ) is frequently called a non-commutative ∗-probability space.
If A is a C∗-algebra and a ∈ A is self-adjoint then a has a spectral
measure, µa, (relative to ϕ) given by ϕ(p(a)) =
∫
R p(t) dµa(t) for poly-
nomials p. If A is a C∗-algebra and a1 and a2 are freely independent
and self-adjoint then the universal rule determines the spectral measure
of a1 + a2 from that of a1 and a2 (see [NS2, Lecture 12]).
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By a random matrix ensemble we mean a sequence of random matri-
ces {XN}N where XN is a N ×N random matrix. The eigenvalues of
XN are random. If XN = X
∗
N , the eigenvalues are real and random. If
XN = X
∗
N and for all z ∈ C+ the limit limN E( 1N Tr((z−XN)−1)) exists
we say that the ensemble has a limit eigenvalue distribution. If XN and
YN both have limit eigenvalue distributions and the sum XN + YN has
the limit eigenvalue distribution which obeys the universal rule men-
tioned above, then we say that XN and YN are asymptotically free.
There are many results, starting with [V], giving sufficient conditions
for two ensembles to be asymptotically free (see [MS2, Ch. 4]).
After one understands the limit eigenvalue distribution of an en-
semble {XN}N , the next object of study is the covariance of traces of
resolvents
lim
N
cov(Tr((z −XN)−1),Tr((w −XN)−1)).
The covariance of these random variables is referred to in the statistical
literature as the linear spectral statistics of the ensemble, see [BS].
In [MS] an extension of free independence was initiated, called second
order freeness. The purpose was to find the analogue of universal rule
above for linear spectral statistics. In [CMS´S] the second order ana-
logue of the R-transform and second order cumulants were presented.
It is these second order cumulants that are the subject of this article. In
particular we wish to apply them to the study of R-diagonal operators
and even operators. R-diagonal operators are non-normal operators in
a C∗-algebra. It was the study of these operators that led to the solu-
tion of the invariant subspace problem for operators in II1 factors [HS].
Even operators are self-adjoint operators for which all odd moments
are zero. If a is R-diagonal then its distribution can be recovered from
its Hermitization
(
0 a
a∗ 0
)
, which is an even operator. The contribu-
tion of this article is to extend the idea of R-diagonality and evenness
to the case of second order freeness. In particular for a second order
R-diagonal operator we have, letting, β
(a)
n := κ2n(a, a
∗, . . . , a, a∗) and
β(a)p,q := κ2p,2q(a, a
∗, . . . , a, a∗)
be the determining series of a, we have that
κp,q(aa
∗, . . . , aa∗) =
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(p,q)
β(V,pi).
There is a similar construction of the determining series of a second
order even operator so that the same result holds (see (7) on page 15).
At the end of the paper, in Section 8, we work out the ∗-cumulants of
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a number of examples of second order ∗-cumulants of Haar unitaries
products of circular operators.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we will review the
basic notations of second order freeness. In Section 2.7 we will review
the definition and properties of even and R-diagonal operators of first
order. In Section 3 we will present the definitions and statements of our
main results. In Section 4 we will recall the results about non-crossing
annular permutations we need and prove the main technical results
needed in sections 5 and 6. In Section 5 we will prove our main result
(Theorems 18) on the determining series of second order R-diagonal
operators. In Section 6 we will prove our main result (Theorem 19)
on the determining series of second order even operators. In Section 7
we extend a result of Arizmendi and Vargas on products to the second
order case. In Section 8 we present many examples of computations of
second order ∗-cumulants using Theorems 18 and 19.
As we shall see in Section 8 some properties of first order freeness
have a simple extension to the second order case while others do not.
For example, contrary to the first order case, the powers of a second
order R-diagonal operator are not necessarily second order R-diagonal
operators (see Example 67). Also creating freeness of second order
by conjugating by second order free unitary is more delicate . Recall
from [NS1] that for a and b (first order) free elements such that b is
R-diagonal (or even) we also have that bab∗ is free from a. Example 68
shows that this is not true at the second order level. Another interesting
example that shows that second order is more delicate is the relation
between the square s2 of a semicircular s and the square cc∗ of a circular
element. As shown in [NS2] they both correspond to a free Poisson or
Marchenko-Pastur. Interestingly, s2 and cc∗ have different fluctuation
moments. This is shown in Examples 59 and 61.
2. Second order cumulants and second order freeness
2.1. Preliminaries on non-crossing partitions and free cumu-
lants. Before reviewing second order cumulants let us recall some of
the basics of free probability which can be found in [NS2]. We are going
through the details here because the construction for the second order
case (not in [NS2]) follows a similar pattern. R-diagonal operators are
defined in terms of free cumulants, so let begin with these. We let
[n] = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} and P(n) be the partitions of [n]. Recall that
pi = {V1, . . . , Vk} is a partition of [n] if V1, . . . , Vk = [n] and Vi∩Vj = ∅.
The subsets V1, . . . , Vk are the blocks of pi. For pi, σ ∈ P(n), we write
pi ≤ σ if each block of pi is contained in some block of σ. This defines
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a partial order on P(n) and with this partial order P(n) becomes a
lattice.
A partition pi of [n] has a crossing if we can find two blocks Vr and
Vs (assuming r 6= s) and i < j < k < l with i, k ∈ Vr and j, k ∈ Vs.
A partition is non-crossing if it has no crossings. Let denote the non-
crossing partitions of [n] by NC(n). We shall regard each partition pi on
[n] as a permutation of [n] as follows. The cycles of the permutation
pi are the blocks of the partition pi with the elements of each block
written in increasing order. Using the metric condition given below,
Biane [B] identified those permutations which come from a non-crossing
partition.
For pi a partition or permutation, let #(pi) denote the number of
blocks or cycles accordingly. If pi is a permutation or permutation of
[n] we let |pi| = n−#(pi). If pi and σ are permutations we always have
the triangle inequality |piσ| ≤ |pi| + |σ|. We let γn be the permutation
of [n] with the single cycle (1, 2, . . . , n). We can now state Biane’s
characterization as follows. A partition pi is non-crossing if and only if
|γn| = |pi|+ |pi−1γn|; i.e. if the triangle inequality becomes an equality.
Note that we simultaneously think of pi as a permutation and as a
partition; we shall do this frequently in this paper.
Now suppose that (A, ϕ) is a non-commutative probability space
and for each n we have κn : A⊗n → C a n-linear functional. Given a
partition pi of [n] we can define a n-linear map κpi : A⊗n → C by the
following rule. For a1, . . . , an ∈ A
κpi(a1, . . . , an) =
∏
V ∈pi
V=(i1,...,il)
κl(ai1 , . . . , ail).
We are assuming here that i1 < i2 < · · · < il.
This construction can be then used to define the sequence {κn}n
through the moment-cumulant formula:
ϕ(a1 · · · an) =
∑
pi∈NC(n)
κpi(a1, . . . , an). (1)
This defines the free cumulants inductively and recursively (see [NS1,
Lecture 11]). Let us recall the definition of R-diagonal elements from
[NS1, Lecture 15]. Recall that we are assuming that A is a ∗-algebra.
For  ∈ {−1, 1} we let a() = a if  = 1 and a() = a∗ if  = −1.
Definition 1. Let a ∈ A. We say that a is R-diagonal if for every n
and every 1, . . . , n ∈ {−1, 1} we have that
κn(a
(1), a(2), . . . , a(n)) = 0
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Figure 1. A non-crossing annular permutation of the
(5, 3)-annulus. From a diagrammatic point of view we go
around the cycles in clockwise order with the interior of the
cycle lying between the two circles in such a way that the
cycles don’t intersect.
whenever there is 1 ≤ i < n with i = i+1. We can express this by
saying that all ∗-cumulants are zero except possibly κ2l(a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗)
and κ2l(a
∗, a, . . . , a∗, a), i.e. we get 0 unless the ‘a’s alternate with the
‘a∗’s.
Definition 2. Let a ∈ A we say that a self-adjoint element a is even
if all its odd free cumulants vanish, i.e. κ2l−1(a, . . . , a) = 0 for l ≥ 1.
By the moment-cumulant formula this is equivalent to having all odd
moments vanish.
2.2. Non-crossing annular permutations. The context for second
order freeness is a second order probability space (A, ϕ, ϕ2). Here A
is a unital algebra over C and ϕ : A → C is a linear functional with
ϕ(1) = 1 as before. We assume in addition that ϕ is tracial, i.e. ϕ(ab) =
ϕ(ba). We assume that ϕ2 : A × A → C is a bilinear, symmetric,
tracial in each variable, and is such that ϕ2(1, a) = ϕ2(a, 1) = 0 for
all a ∈ A. In keeping with our previous assumption we continue to
assume that A is a ∗-algebra. For an element a ∈ A we call the
double indexed sequence {ϕ2(am, an)}m,n the fluctuation moments of
a. As mentioned above the goal of second order freeness is to find a
universal rule for computing fluctuation moments of sums and products
of random variables given their individual moments and fluctuation
moments. We variables satisfy these universal rules, we say that the
elements are second order free.
Here we shall present a cumulant approach to second order freeness
and for this we must start with an explanation of non-crossing annular
permutations [MN].
Let m,n ≥ 1 be integers. As before for pi ∈ Sm+n (the symmetric
group on [m+n]) we let #(pi) be the number of cycles in the cycle de-
composition of pi and |pi| = m+n−#(pi). This defines a length function
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on Sm+n. The following permutation will play a special role. Let γm,n
be the permutation with the two cycles (1, . . . ,m)(m + 1, . . . ,m + n).
As before we always have by the triangle inequality that |γm,n| ≤
|pi|+ |pi−1γm,n| If we have equality then pi can be written as pi1×pi2 with
pi1 a non-crossing partition of [m] and pi2 a non-crossing partition of
[m+ 1,m+ n] = {m+ 1, . . . ,m+ n}. This is Biane’s characterization.
In particular the equality means that no cycle of pi connects the two
cycles of γm,n.
If pi does have a cycle that connects the two cycles of γm,n then we
call pi a non-crossing annular permutation if |γm,n|+2 = |pi|+|pi−1γm,n|.
It was shown in [MN] that this is equivalent to being able to draw the
cycles of pi in an annulus without the blocks crossing, see Figure 1. We
denote the non-crossing annular permutations by SNC(m,n).
2.3. Partitioned permutations. To introduce second order cumu-
lants we will use a moment-cumulant formula as in Equation (1), except
we shall use partitioned permutations introduced in [MS´S].
Definition 3. Let pi ∈ Sn be a permutation and U ∈ P(n) a partition
of [n]. We write pi ≤ U to mean that each cycle of pi is contained in
some block of U . We say the pair (U , pi) is a partitioned permutation
if pi ≤ U . We set |U| = n −#(U) where as usual #(U) is the number
of blocks of U . We let PS(n) be the set of partitioned permutations of
[n].
When considering partitioned permutations it is sometimes conve-
nient to have a notation to distinguish between a permutation pi and
the partition coming from its cycle decomposition. In these situations
we shall write 0pi to denote this partition.
Recall that P(n) is a lattice under the order U ≤ V if every block of
U is contained in some block of V . Note that if U and V are partitions
of [n] then we have the triangle inequality |U ∨ V| ≤ |U| + |V|. We
can define a binary operation on PS(n) by setting (U , pi)(V , σ) = (U ∨
V , piσ). For this to make sense we need to make the easy observation
that piσ ≤ U ∨ V . More importantly we can put a length function on
PS(n) by setting |(U , pi)| = 2|U| − |pi|. This length function satisfies
the triangle inequality
|(U ∨ V , piσ)| ≤ |(U , pi)|+ |(V , σ)|. (2)
Given a partitioned permutation (U , pi) we shall call the partitioned
permutations (V , σ) and (W , τ) an exact factorization of (U , pi) if we
have (V , σ)(W , τ) = (U , pi) (i.e. τ = σ−1pi and U = V ∨ W) and
|(U , pi)| = |(V , σ)|+ |(W , τ)|.
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In [CMS´S, Proposition 5.11] all the exact factorizations of (1n, γn)
and (1m+n, γm,n) were found. Here 1n denotes the partition on [n] with
1 block. All factorizations of (1n, γn) are of the form (0pi, pi)(0pi−1γn ,
pi−1γn) with pi ∈ NC(n) and pi−1γn the Kreweras complement of pi.
Three possible factorizations of (1m+n, γm,n) were found. First if
pi ∈ SNC(m,n) and then
(0pi, pi)(0pi−1γm,n , pi
−1γm,n) = (1m+n, γm,n) and
|(0pi, pi)|+ |(0pi−1γm,n , pi−1γm,n)| = |(1m+n, γm,n)|.
Second if pi = pi1×pi2 ∈ NC(m)×NC([m+1,m+n]) and U ∈ P(m+n)
is obtained from pi by joining a cycle of pi1 with a cycle of pi2 then
(U , pi)(0pi−1γm,n , pi−1γm,n) = (1m+n, γm,n) and
|(U , pi)|+ |(0pi−1γm,n , pi−1γm,n)| = |(1m+n, γm,n)|.
We let PSNC(m,n)′ to be the collection of (U , pi) as above. Finally if
V is obtained by joining a cycle of pi−11 γm with a cycle of pi−12 γm then
(0pi, pi)(V , pi−1γm,n) = (1m+n, γm,n) and
|(0pi, pi)|+ |(V , pi−1γm,n)| = |(1m+n, γm,n)|.
We write PSNC(m,n) to denote the union SNC(m,n)∪PSNC(m,n)′.
2.4. Second order cumulants. Let (A, ϕ, ϕ2) be a second order prob-
ability space. We can now describe the second order cumulants in terms
of the moment-cumulant formula. Recall that the first order cumulants
are given (see [NS2, Prop. 11.4]) by the moment-cumulant formula
ϕ(a1 · · · an) =
∑
pi∈NC(n)
κpi(a1, . . . , an).
We use the same method to construct the second order cumulants:
ϕ2(a1 · · · am, am+1 · · · am+n)
=
∑
pi∈SNC(m,n)
κpi(a1, . . . , am+n) +
∑
(U ,pi)∈PSNC(m,n)′
κ(U ,pi)(a1, · · · , am+n).
The κpi’s in the first term are first order cumulants, summed over
SNC(m,n). The κ(U ,pi)’s in the second term are second order cumu-
lants. Recall that first order cumulants are defined as multiplicative
functions (see [NS2, p. 164]); we shall do the same for the second order
cumulants. Indeed, if pi = (1, 2, 4)(3)(5, 6)(7) ∈ NC(4) × NC(3) and
U = {(1, 2, 4), (3, 5, 6), (7)} ∈ P(7), then
κ(U ,pi)(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7) = κ3(a1, a2, a4)κ1,2(a3, a5, a6)κ1(a7).
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In [MS2, Def. 5.31] there is a full explanation, note that a simplification
of notation is used there in that (U , pi) is denoted by σ and is called a
marked permutation in that the the cycles of pi1 and pi2 joined by U are
called marked. In our example the marked cycles are (3) and (5, 6).
If a is an element of a second order non-commutative probability
space (A, ϕ, ϕ2), we call the set {ϕ(an)}n≥1 the moment sequence of a
and the set {ϕ2(am, an)}m,n≥1 the fluctuation moment sequence of a.
The moment-cumulant formulas may be stated in terms of the formal
power series, (see [MS2, Theorem 39]). Let us define the cumulant series
R(z) =
1
z
∑
n≥1
κanz
n, R(z, w) =
1
zw
∑
p,q≥1
κap,qz
pwq
where κan = κn(a, . . . , a) and κ
a
p,q = κp,q(a, . . . , a). Let us also denote
the moment series,
G(z) =
1
z
∑
n≥0
ϕ(an)z−n, G(z, w) =
1
zw
∑
n,m≥1
ϕ(ap, aq)z−pw−q.
Then we have the relations
1
G(z)
+R(G(z)) = z
and
G(z, w) = G′(z)G′(w)R(G(z), G(w)) +
∂2
∂z∂w
log
(
G(z)−G(w)
z − w
)
.
2.5. Second order freeness. Recall from the introduction that sec-
ond order freeness gives a universal rule for computing the moments and
fluctuation moments of a1 + a2 provided one knows the moments and
fluctuation moments of a1 and a2 separately and a1 and a2 are second
order free. The rule is given in [MS2, Def. 5.24]. For deciding when two
or more elements are second order free it is very convenient to use the
rule of vanishing of mixed cumulants, [MS2, Th. 5.34]. Given subalge-
bras A1, . . . ,As of a second order non-commutative probability space
(A, ϕ, ϕ2) and elements a1, . . . , an with ai ∈ Aji , we say that the cu-
mulant κn(a1, . . . , an) is mixed if there are i1 and i2 such that ji1 6= ji2 ;
the same applies for second order cumulants κm,n(a1, . . . , am+n). We
say that mixed cumulants vanish if κn(a1, . . . , an) = 0 and κm,n(a1, . . . ,
am+n) = 0 whenever the cumulant is mixed. The formulation of second
order freeness we shall use is that subalgebras A1, . . . ,As are second
order free if all mixed cumulants vanish.
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2.6. Cumulants with products as entries. A crucial tool in this
paper will be the formula for writing a cumulant with products as
entries as a sum of cumulants with all entries single operators. For
example for first order cumulants we have
κ2(a1a2, a3a4) = κ4(a1, a2, a3, a4) + κ1(a1)κ3(a2, a3, a4)
+ κ3(a1, a3, a4)κ1(a2) + κ3(a1, a2, a4)κ1(a3) + κ3(a1, a2, a3)κ1(a4)
+ κ2(a1, a4)κ2(a2, a3) + κ2(a1, a4)κ1(a2)κ1(a3)
+ κ1(a1)κ2(a2, a3)κ1(a4) + κ2(a1, a3)κ1(a2)κ1(a4)
+ κ1(a1)κ2(a2, a3)κ1(a4).
Note that on the right had side of the equation above each entry of
a cumulant is a single ‘a’. The general result is given in Theorem 4
below.
Theorem 4 ([NS2] Thm. 11.12). Let n1, . . . , nr be positive integers
and n = n1 + · · ·+ nr. Let a1 . . . , an ∈ (A, ϕ). Then
κr(a1 · · · an1 , . . . , an1+···+nr−1+1 · · · an1+···+nr) =
∑
pi∈NC(n)
κpi(a1, . . . , an)
where the sum is over all pi’s such that pi∨τ~n = 1n and τ~n is the partition
with blocks (1, . . . , n1), . . . , (n1 + · · ·+ nr−1 + 1, . . . , n1 + · · ·+ nr).
In our example above n1 = n2 = 2, τ~n = {(1, 2), (3, 4)} and of the
14 non-crossing partitions of [4] there are ten that satisfy the condition
pi∨τ~n = 14; the four that don’t being {(1), (2), (3), (4)}, {(1), (2), (3, 4)},
{(1, 2), (3), (4)}, and {(1, 2), (3, 4)}.
We shall need the second order version of this expansion. For ex-
ample if a1, a2, a3 are in a second order probability space (A, ϕ, ϕ2) we
have
κ1,1(a1a2, a3) = κ3(a1, a3, a2) + κ2,1(a1, a2, a3)
+ κ1,1(a1, a3)κ1(a2) + κ1(a1)κ1,1(a2, a3).
To state the theorem in the second order case we need a new concept,
namely that of a permutation that separates points.
Definition 5. Suppose we have a permutation pi ∈ Sn and a subset
A ⊆ [n]; we say that pi separates the points of A, if no two points of A
are in the same cycle of pi.
If σ ∈ Sn and A ⊆ [n] is such that σ(A) = A, i.e σ leaves A invariant,
we denote by σ|A the restriction of σ to A. We can extend this to
case when σ does not leave A invariant as follows. Let σ|A be the
permutation of A given by σ|A(k) = σr(k) where r ≥ 1 is the smallest
integer such that σr(k) ∈ A but σs(k) 6∈ A for all 1 ≤ s < r. We
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call the permutation σ|A the induced permutation of σ on A. When σ
leaves A invariant this reduces to the restriction of σ to A.
Using the idea of an induced permutation the condition of separating
points can be written an follows: σ separates the points of A if and
only if σ|A = idA.
Remark 6. It was shown in [MST, Lemma 14] that the condition
pi ∨ τ~n = 1n of Theorem 4 is equivalent to the condition that pi−1γn
separates the points of N = {n1, n1 + n2, . . . , n1 + · · · + nr}. For
example one of the permutations not appearing in the expansion of
κ2(a1a2, a3a4) is pi = (1, 2)(3, 4). Now pi
−1γ4 = (1)(2, 4)(3) and N =
{2, 4}. So pi−1γ4 does not separate the points of N . In the second
order case the condition pi ∨ τ~n = 1n becomes that pi−1γm,n separates
the points of N .
Proposition 7 ([MST] Thm. 3). Suppose n1, . . . , nr, nr+1, . . . , nr+s
are positive integers, p = n1 + · · ·nr, q = nr+1 + · · ·+ nr+s, and
N = {n1, n1 + n2, . . . , n1 + · · ·+ nr+s}
Given a second probability space (A, ϕ, ϕ2) and
a1, . . . , an1 , an1+1, . . . , an1+n2 , . . . , an1+···+nr+s ∈ A
let A1 = a1 · · · an1 , A2 = an1+1 · · · an1+n2 , . . . , Ar+s = an1+···+nr+s−1+1 · · ·
an1+···+nr+s. Then
κr,s(A1, . . . , Ar, Ar+1, . . . , Ar+s) =
∑
(V,pi)
κ(V,pi)(a1, . . . , ap+q), (3)
where the summation is over those (V, pi) ∈ PSNC(p, q) such that
pi−1γp,q separates the points of N .
Remark 8. If we let O = {1, n1 + 1, n1 + n2 + 1, . . . , n1 + · · ·+ nr−1 +
1} = γn(N) then the condition that pi−1γn separates the points of N is
equivalent to γnpi
−1 separates the points of O. Indeed if nk and nl are
in the same orbit of pi−1γ2r, i.e. there is s such that (pi−1γ2r)s(nk) = nl
then (γ2rpi
−1)s(nk + 1) = nl + 1, and conversely.
2.7. Preliminaries on even and R-diagonal operators. In this
subsection we review the definitions and basic properties of the main
subject of this paper: even and R-diagonal operators. We shall restate
the first order results of [NS1] so that the connection with our results
becomes apparent.
Recall that a probability measure determined by moments is sym-
metric if and only is all of its odd moments vanish. If (A, ϕ) is a
non-commutative ∗-probability space and x = x∗ ∈ A, we say that
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x is even if ϕ(x2k−1) = 0 for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . If x is even then it is
determined by its even moments, which are just the moments of x2.
The corresponding relation between the free cumulants of x and the
free cumulants of x2 was found by Nica and Speicher [NS1].
Definition 9. Given a non-crossing partition pi ∈ NC(n), regard pi as
a permutation with cycles the blocks of pi in increasing order. Then
let pˆi be the permutation of [2n] given by pˆi2(2k) = 2pi(k) and pˆi(2k) =
γ2n(2k), where γ2n is the permutation of [2n] with the one cycle (1, 2, 3,
. . . , 2n). We call pˆi the double of pi.
Definition 10. Let recall from [AV] the notion of an even partition.
A partition is even if all of its blocks have an even number of elements.
Likewise we say a permutation is even if all of its cycles have an even
number of elements.
The theorem of Nica and Speicher is as follows.
Theorem 11 ([NS1]). Let x = x
∗ ∈ (A, ϕ) be even. Then the free cu-
mulants of x2 can be calculated from the free cumulants of x as follows.
κn(x
2, . . . , x2) =
∑
pi∈NC(n)
κpˆi(x, . . . , x). (4)
To illustrate our method for dealing with the second order case let
us revisit the proof of Theorem 11. The idea used here will be crucial
in proving Theorem 19; see Proposition 43 for the precise statement.
We apply Theorem 4 to κn(x
2, . . . , x2) and write
κn(x
2, . . . , x2) =
∑
pi∈NC(2n)
γ2npi−1|O=idO
κpi(x, . . . , x) (5)
where we only need to sum over even elements pi of NC(2n) because x
itself is even. In this example O = {1, 3, 5, . . . , 2n− 1}. If pi is an even
permutation then the cycles of pi must alternate between even and odd
numbers (because any gaps in an orbit must skip over an even number
of points), hence γ2npi
−1 leaves both N and O invariant. The condition
γ2npi
−1|O = idO then implies that for every k, γ2npi−1(2k− 1) = 2k− 1.
Hence for every k, pi(2k) = γ2n(2k), and thus if we let σ ∈ NC(n)
be given by 2σ(k) = pi2(2k) we have that pi = σˆ is the double (c.f.
Definition 9) of σ, as required by Theorem 11. Let us record this key
observation in the form of a lemma.
Lemma 12. Let pi ∈ NC(2n) be even and γ2npi−1|O = idO. Then
there is σ ∈ NC(n) such that pi = σˆ, in fact given by 2σ(k) = pi2(2k).
Conversely, given σ ∈ NC(n), σˆ is even and γ2nσˆ−1|O = idO.
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For a ∈ A let a(1) = a and a(−1) = a∗. Consider the ∗-cumulants
κm(a
(1), a(2), . . . , a(m)) of a. Recall ([NS1]) that a is R-diagonal if all
∗-cumulants of a are 0 except those of the form
κ2n(a, a
∗, a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗) = κ2n(a∗, a, a∗, a, . . . , a∗, a).
The relation between the cumulants of a∗a and the ∗-cumulants of
a is the same as between the square x2 of an even operator and x; see
equation (4).
Theorem 13 ([NS1]). Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative ∗-probability
space and a ∈ A an R-diagonal operator. Then
κn(a
∗a, . . . , a∗a) =
∑
pi∈NC(n)
κpˆi(a
∗, a, a∗, . . . , a∗, a).
The proof follows the same line as the proof of equation (4). Indeed,
write, using Equation (5),
κn(a
∗a, . . . , a∗a) =
∑
pi∈NC(2n)
γ2npi−1|O=idO
κpi(a
∗, a, . . . , a∗, a).
Because a is R-diagonal we only need consider even pi’s in the sum on
the right hand side. By Lemma 12 these are exactly those of the form
σˆ for σ ∈ NC(n). This proves Theorem 13.
3. Statement of Results
Let us present the main results of the paper.
Definition 14. Let (A,ϕ, ϕ2) be a second order non-commutative
probability space.
(1) An element x ∈ (A, ϕ, ϕ2) is called second order even (or
even for short) if x = x∗ and x is such that odd moments vanish, i.e.
ϕ2(x
p, xq) = 0 unless p and q are even and ϕ(x2n+1) = 0 for all n ≥ 0.
(2) An element a ∈ (A, ϕ, ϕ2) is called second order R-diagonal
if it is R-diagonal (i.e. as in Definition 1) and the only non-vanishing
second order cumulants are of the form
κ2p,2q(a, a
∗, . . . , a, a∗) = κ2p,2q(a∗, a, . . . , a∗, a).
Remark 15. From the moment-cumulant formulas it is clear that an
element x ∈ A is even if and only if it self-adjoint and κp,q(x, . . . , x) = 0
unless p and q are even and κ2n+1(x, . . . , x) = 0 for n ≥ 0.
The first of our results shows that, as in the first order case, R-
diagonality is preserved when multiplying by a free element.
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Figure 2. Two examples of even non-crossing annular per-
mutations. The one on the left is parity reversing and the
one on the right is parity preserving.
Theorem 16. Let {a, a∗} and {b, b∗} be second order free and suppose
that a is second order R-diagonal. Then ab is second order R-diagonal.
As we will see, the combinatorics of even and R-diagonal opera-
tors are controlled by even annular non-crossing partitions. As already
noted, if pi ∈ NC(n) is even then for every k, k and pi(k) have the
opposite parity, because in the gaps, i.e. between k and pi(k), there
must always be an even number of elements.
In the case of non-crossing annular permutations pi ∈ SNC(2p, 2q)
something a little weaker than this happens. If k and pi(k) are in the
same circle (i.e. the same cycle of γ2p,2q, they have the opposite parity.
However if k and pi(k) are in different circles they may have the same
parity. See Lemmas 27 and 28.
Since for x ∈ A even or R-diagonal the distributions of xx∗ may
be calculated from the even (resp. alternating) cumulants of x, let us
introduce set some notations to encode this information.
Definition 17. Let (A,ϕ, ϕ2) be a second order non-commutative
probability space.
(1) Let a be second order R-diagonal. Define β
(a)
n := κ2n(a, a
∗, . . . , a,
a∗) and
β(a)p,q := κ2p,2q(a, a
∗, . . . , a, a∗). (6)
Similarly and (β
(a)
n )n≥1 and (β
(a)
p,q )p,q≥1 are called the (first and second
order) determining sequences of a
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(2) Let x be a second order even element. Define β
(x)
n := κ
(x)
2n :=
κ2n(x, . . . , x) and letting κ
(x)
p,q = κp,q(x, . . . , x), we set
β(x)p,q := κ
(x)
2p,2q +
∑
pi∈S all,+NC (2p,2q)
κ(x)pi (7)
where, S+, allNC denotes the set of even non-crossing annular permuta-
tions pi with only through cycles such that whenever k and pi(k) are in
different cycles of γ2p,2q we have that k and pi(k) have the same parity.
See Figure 2, Definition 29, and Notation 41 for more details. We will
call the families (β
(x)
n )n≥1 and (β
(x)
p,q )p,q≥1 the (first and second order)
determining sequences of x.
Recall from [NS2] that in the first order case the cumulants and
determining sequence are related by the equations. For x an even
operator we have
κ(x
2) = β(x) ∗ ζ and β(x) = κ(x2) ∗ µ. (8)
where ζ and µ are respectively the zeta and Mo¨bius functions of the
lattice of non-crossing partitions [NS2, Lecture 10]. The convolution
here is over the lattice of non-crossing partitions; Equation (8) means
that
κ(x
2)
n =
∑
pi∈NC(n)
β(x)pi .
For an R-diagonal operator, a, we have
κ(aa
∗) = β(a) ∗ ζ and β(a) = κ(aa∗) ∗ µ. (9)
See [NS2, Proposition 15.6]. As above this means that
κ(aa∗)n =
∑
pi∈NC(n)
β(a)pi .
The second of our results gives a formula for the second order cumu-
lants of aa∗ in terms of the determining sequence of a.
Theorem 18. Let a be a second order R-diagonal with determining
sequences (β
(a)
n )n≥1 and (β
(a)
p,q )p,q≥1 then we have
κp,q(aa
∗, . . . , aa∗) =
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(p,q)
β
(a)
(V,pi). (10)
The proof of the last theorem will rely on the formula for products as
arguments (Proposition 7), and the observation that the set {(V , pi) ∈
PSNC(2p, 2q)− | γ2p,2qpi−1 separates the points of O} is in bijection
with PSNC(p, q) where O = {1, 3, 5, 7, . . . , 2p+ 2q − 1}.
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Similarly we give a formula for the second order cumulants of x2 in
terms of the determining sequence of x. Analogous formulas for the
first order case have been used in [AHS] to prove that properties of x
are transferred to x2, (e.g. free infinite divisibility or representations
as the multiplication with a free Poisson).
Theorem 19. Let x be an even element with determining sequences
(β
(x)
n )n≥1 and (β
(x)
p,q )p,q≥1 then the second order cumulants of x2 are given
by
κp,q(x
2, . . . , x2) =
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(p,q)
β
(x)
(V,pi). (11)
Note that even though formulas (10) and (11) are the same, the
definition of second order determining sequences for even operators
and for R-diagonal ones are quite different. We may rewrite Theorems
18 and 19 (together with their first order counterparts) in terms of
generating functions as follows.
Theorem 20. Let x be either second order even or second order R-
diagonal element with determining sequences (βn)n≥1 and (βp,q)p,q≥1.
Denote by κn = κ
(xx∗)
n and κp,q := κ
(xx∗)
p,q , (or κn = κ
x2
n and κ
(x2)
p,q in case
x is even) and define the formal power series
B(z) =
1
z
∑
n≥1
βnz
n, B(z, w) =
1
zw
∑
p,q≥1
βp,qz
pwq
and
C(z) =
1
z
+
1
z
∑
n≥1
κnz
−n, C(z, w) =
1
zw
∑
n,m≥1
κp,qz
−pw−q.
Then we have as a formal power series the relations
1
C(z)
+B(C(z)) = z
and
C(z, w) = C ′(z)C ′(w)B(C(z), C(w)) +
∂2
∂z∂w
log
(
C(z)− C(w)
z − w
)
.
Finally, we prove the following theorem which gives moments and cu-
mulants of products of free random variables. For pi ∈ SNC(p, q) we let
Kr(pi) = pi−1γp,q denote the Kreweras complement of pi. Also we shall
say that a permutation pi is k-alternating if pi(i) = i + 1 mod k. The
set of k-alternating elements of SNC(p, q) is denoted S
k-alt
NC (p, q). A per-
mutation is k-equal if every cycle is of size k. The set of k-alternating
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and k equal permutations in SNC(kp, kq) is denoted S
k-alt-eq
NC (p, q). See
Definition 51.
Theorem 21 (Second order Moments and Cumulants of Products of
Free Variables). Let a1, . . . , ak be operators which are second order free
and such that κ
(ai)
p,q = 0 for all p and q. Denote by a := a1a2 · · · ak.
ϕ(ap, aq) =
∑
pi∈Sk-altNC (p,q)
κKr(pi)(a, . . . , a). (12)
Furthermore,
κ(a)p,q =
∑
pi∈Sk-alt-eqNC (p,q)
κKr(pi)(a, . . . , a). (13)
This last theorem is of importance in wireless communication be-
cause it includes the important case of products of complex Wishart
random matrices [Z].
4. Combinatorial lemmas on even annular permutations
In this section we prove Propositions 40 and 43, which are the com-
binatorial results needed to prove Theorems 18 and 19. The case of an
even operator, Theorem 19, requires an analysis of whether parity is
preserved when crossing to the other circle, c.f. Figure 2.
Definition 22. Recall that γp,q is the permutation in Sp+q with the two
cycles (1, 2, 3, . . . , p)(p + 1, . . . , p + q) and SNC(p, q) (the non-crossing
annular permutations) is the set of permutations pi in Sp+q such that
such that at least one cycle of pi meets both cycles of γp,q and|pi| +
|pi−1γp,q| = |γp,q| + 2, or equivalently #(pi) + #(γp,qpi−1) = p + q. A
cycle of pi that meets both cycles of γp,q is a through cycle.
For pi, an even non-crossing permutation on [n], k and pi(k) always
the opposite parity; in the annular case something a little weaker holds.
See Lemmas 27 and 28.
Remark 23. Let pi ∈ SNC(p, q) then we can unfold pi into a non-
crossing partition on [p + q]. This unfolding is not unique, but it is
useful in reducing the annular case to the disc case. We first illustrate
this with an example. Suppose pi = (1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 4, 7, 8). Then pi ∈
SNC(5, 3). Let γ˜ = (1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 6, 5). Then pi is non-crossing with
respect to γ˜ in that |pi| + |pi−1γ˜| = |γ˜|, as in §2.1. See Figure 3. The
next lemma shows that we can do this for every element of SNC(p, q).
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Figure 3. An unfolding of pi ∈ SNC(5, 3). We cut a channel
between the two circles following a cycle of pi. In this example
we go along the path from 4 to 7. This turns the annulus
into a disc. See Remark 23 and Figure 6 for another example.
Lemma 24. Let pi ∈ SNC(p, q) and k be such that k and pi(k) are in
different cycles of γp,q. Let γ˜ = γp,q(k, γ
−1
p,qpi(k)). Then γ˜ has one cycle
and |pi|+ |pi−1γ˜| = |γ˜|, i.e. pi is non-crossing with respect to γ˜.
Proof. Since k and γ−1p,qpi(k) are in different cycles of γp,q, γ˜ has only one
cycle. Also #(pi)+#(pi−1γ˜) = #(pi)+#(pi−1γp,q)+1 = p+q+1, since k
and γ−1p,qpi(k) are in the same cycle of γ
−1
p,qpi. Thus |pi|+ |pi−1γ˜| = |γ˜| 
Remark 25. Let pi and k be as in Lemma 24. Then we can write γ˜ as
the cycle
(1, 2, 3, . . . , k, pi(k), γp,qpi(k), . . . , p+q, p+1, . . . , γ
−1
p,qpi(k), γp,q(k), . . . , p)
Suppose c is a non-through cycle of pi, say c ⊂ [p]. Write c = (i1, i2, . . . ,
ik). Since c does not meet [p + 1, p + q], at most one of the gaps
[i1 + 1, i2 − 1], . . . , [ik + 1, i1 − 1] can contain a point on a through
block.
Lemma 26. Let pi ∈ SNC(p, q) and p¯i be the partition of [p] obtained
as follows. Each cycle of pi contained in [p] becomes a block of p¯i. All
the remaining points form one more block. Then p¯i is non-crossing.
Proof. Let k be such that k ∈ [p] and pi(k) ∈ [p + 1, p + q]. Let γ˜ =
γp,q(k, γ
−1
p,qpi(k)). Then by Lemma 24, pi is non-crossing with respect to
γ˜. So also is σ, the partition which is all singletons except for the block
(pi(k), γp,qpi(k), . . . , γ
−1
p,qpi(k)), i.e.
σ = {(1), (2), . . . , (k), (pi(k), . . . , γ−1p,qpi(k)), (γp,q(k)), . . . , (p)}.
Hence, pi ∨ σ is also non-crossing, and thus so is p¯i = (pi ∨ σ)|[p]. 
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Lemma 27. Suppose pi ∈ SNC(p, q) has all cycles of even length. Then
any cycle which is contained in one of the cycles of γp,q alternates
between even and odd elements. Moreover if there is k such that k and
pi(k) lie in different cycles of γp,q and have opposite parities, then all
cycles of pi alternate between even and odd elements.
Proof. Let c = (i1, . . . , i2k) be a cycle of pi which lies in one cycle of γp,q,
and il and il+1 adjacent points in this cycle. Consider the cyclic interval
[il + 1, il+1−1]. If no point of this cyclic interval lies in a through cycle
of pi, then pi restricts to a partition of this interval with all cycles even,
thus there must be an even number of elements in this interval, and
hence il and il+1 must have opposite parities. Now suppose that there
is an element of [il + 1, il+1 − 1] that is in a through cycle of γp,qpi−1.
Consider each of the other gaps in c: [il+1+1, il+2−1], . . . , [il−1+1, il−1].
By Remark 25 none contains an element which is on a through cycle
of pi. Thus pi restricts to a partition of each of these intervals with
each restriction having blocks of even size. Thus each gap has an even
number of elements. This means pi alternated between even and odd
numbers as we move around a circle. By hypothesis pi alternates as we
cross over. Thus pi alternates between even and odd numbers. 
Lemma 28. Suppose pi ∈ SNC(p, q) has all cycles of even length. If
there is k such that k and pi(k) lie in different cycles of γp,q and have
the same parity, then all through cycles of pi alternate between even and
odd elements except when they cross between the cycles of γp,q, i.e. if k
and pi(k) are in the same cycle of γp,q then they have opposite parities
and if they are in different cycles of γp,q they have the same parity.
Proof. Let γp be the permutation in Sp+q which in cycle notation is
(1, 2, 3, . . . , p), let p˜i = γppiγ
−1
p , and let k˜ = γp(k). Then all the cycles
of p˜i have even length, and k˜ and p˜i(k˜) have opposite parities and lie in
different cycles of γp,q. So by Lemma 27 all cycles of p˜i alternate between
odd and even elements. Hence if k and pi(k) are in the same cycle of
γp,q they have opposite parities, as either they are in [p+ 1, . . . , p+ q]
and p˜i(k) = pi(k), or they are both in [p] and if we let l = γp(k) then
l and p˜i(l) = γp(pi(k)) have opposite parities and thus k = γ
−1
p (l) and
pi(k) = γ−1p (p˜i(l)) have opposite parities.
Finally suppose that k and pi(k) are in different cycles of γp,q. First
suppose that k ∈ [p] and pi(k) ∈ [p + 1, p + q]. Let l = γp(k). Then l
and p˜i(l) = pi(k) have opposite parities, thus k and pi(k) have the same
parity. Second, suppose that pi(k) ∈ [p] and k ∈ [p + 1, p + q], then k
and p˜i(k) = γp(pi(k)) have opposite parities, and thus k and pi(k) have
the same parity. 
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Figure 4. A pairing in S−NC(8, 6). Note that whenever
there is a through string, (1, 10) in this example, we must
have two elements of O, {1, 11} in this example, in the same
cycle of γ2p,2qpi
−1. See Remark 30.
Definition 29. Suppose pi ∈ SNC(2p, 2q) is even. We say that pi is
parity reversing if for all k, pi(k) and k have the opposite parity. We
denote the elements of SNC(2p, 2q) that have cycles of even length and
that are parity reversing by S−NC(2p, 2q). The remaining even elements
of SNC(2p, 2q), we call parity preserving because for any k such that
k and pi(k) are in different cycles of γ2p,2q we have that k and pi(k)
have the same parity, c.f. Lemma 28. We denote the parity preserving
elements by S+NC(2p, 2q). See Figure 2.
Remark 30. If pi ∈ SNC(2p, 2q) and γ2p,2qpi−1 separates the points of
O then we cannot have pi(2k) = 2l − 1 with 2k and 2l − 1 on different
circles. For if pi(2k) = 2l−1 then we would have both γ2p,2q(2k) 6= 2l−1,
because they are on different circles, and γ2p,2qpi
−1(2l− 1) = γ2p,2q(2k);
since γ2p,2q(2k) ∈ O, this is contrary to our assumption about γ2p,2qpi−1
separating the points of O. Thus either pi(2k) is on the same circle as
2k or pi(2k) = 2l. We have shown that if pi(k) and k are on different
circles then either both are even or k is odd. This means that there
are no pairings in S−NC(2p, 2q) such that γ2p,2qpi
−1 separates the points
of O. See Figure 4.
Lemma 31. Suppose pi ∈ S−NC(2p, 2q). If γ2p,2qpi−1 separates the points
of O then, for all k, γ2p,2qpi
−1(2k − 1) = 2k − 1, or equivalently for all
k, pi(2k) = γ2p,2q(2k).
Proof. Recall that for pi ∈ S−NC(2p, 2q), pi(2k − 1) is even, for all k.
Thus γ2p,2qpi
−1(2k − 1) is odd for all k. Since γ2p,2qpi−1 separates the
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points of O, we must have that γ2p,2qpi
−1(2k − 1) = 2k − 1, for all k.
Let 2l = γ−12p,2q(2k − 1) then pi(2l) = 2k − 1 = γ2p,2q(2l). 
Definition 32. Let pi ∈ S−NC(2p, 2q) be such that γ2p,2qpi−1 separates
the points of O. Let pˇi be the permutation defined by 2pˇi(k) = pi2(2k),
for 1 ≤ k ≤ p+ q.
Lemma 33. Suppose pi ∈ S−NC(2p, 2q) is such that γ2p,2qpi−1 separates
the points of O. Then γp,qpˇi
−1(k) = l if and only if γ2p,2qpi−1(2k) = 2l.
Proof. By Lemma 31, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ p+q, pi(2k) = γ2p,2q(2k). Thus for
any 1 ≤ k ≤ p+ q, pi(2γ−1p,q (k)) = γ2p,2q(2γ−1p,q (k)) = 2k − 1 = γ−12p,2q(2k).
γp,qpˇi
−1(k) = l⇔ pˇi(γ−1p,q (l)) = k
⇔ 2pˇi(γ−1p,q (l)) = 2k
⇔ pi2(2γ−1p,q (l)) = 2k
⇔ pi(γ−12p,2q(2l)) = 2k
⇔ γ2p,2qpi−1(2k) = 2l

Lemma 34. Suppose pi ∈ S−NC(2p, 2q) is such that γ2p,2qpi−1 separates
the points of O. Then pˇi ∈ SNC(p, q)
Proof. We have #(pˇi) = #(pi). The cycles of γ2p,2qpi
−1 are the singletons
(2k − 1), of which there are p + q, and the cycles consisting of even
numbers. But by Lemma 33 the orbits of even numbers correspond to
the orbits of γp,qpˇi
−1. Thus #(γ2p,2qpi−1) = p+ q + #(γp,qpˇi−1). Thus
#(pˇi) + #(γp,qpˇi
−1) = #(pi) + #(γp,qpi−1)− (p+ q) = p+ q.
By Remark 30, pi has a through block with more than two elements,
so pˇi will have a through block, and thus pˇi ∈ SNC(p, q). 
The next lemma will be crucial in proving Theorem 18 on the deter-
mining sequences of a second order R-diagonal element.
Lemma 35. pi 7→ pˇi is a bijection from S−NC(2p, 2q) ∩ {pi | γ2p,2qpi−1
separates the point of O} to SNC(p, q).
Proof. Suppose pi1 and pi2 are in S
−
NC(2p, 2q)∩{pi | γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O} and
pˇi1 = pˇi2. Thus pi
2
1(2k) = pi
2
2(2k) for all k. Since pii(2k) = γ2p2q(2k) for
i = 1, 2, we only have to show that pi1 and pi2 agree on the odd numbers.
But pi1(γ2p,2q(2k)) = pi
2
1(2k) = pi
2
2(2k) = pi2(γ2p,2q(2k)). Hence pi1 and
pi2 agree on the odd numbers as well. This proves injectivity.
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Figure 5. On the left we see the permutation pi = (1,
14, 15, 12)(2, 3)(4, 5, 18, 13)(6, 7)(8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 17). pi is in
S−NC(12, 6) and γ12,6pi
−1 separates the points of O = {1, 3,
5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17}. On the right is pˇi = (1)(2, 9)(3)(4, 5, 8)
(6, 7). Note that pi2|E = (2)(4, 18)(6)(8, 10, 16)(12, 14) where
pi2|E is the restriction of pi2 to the even numbers.
Let σ ∈ SNC(p, q). Define pi by pi(2k) = γ2p,2q(2k) and pi(γ2p,2q(2k)) =
2σ(k). Then pi2(2k) = 2σ(k). So if (i1, . . . , ik) is a cycle of σ, then
the corresponding cycle of pi is (2i1, γ2p,2q(2i1), 2i2, . . . , 2ik, γ2p,2q(2ik)).
Thus pi is even and by construction is a parity reversing permutation.
Also #(pi) = #(σ). Furthermore, we have that γ2p,2q(pi
−1(2k − 1)) =
2k − 1. Thus every odd number is a singleton of γ2p.2qpi−1. As in the
proof of Lemma 33 we have γp,qσ
−1(k) = l⇔ γ2p,2qpi−1(2k) = 2l, thus
#(pi) + #(γ2p,2qpi
−1) = #(σ) + #(γp,qσ−1) + p+ q = 2p+ 2q.
Thus pi ∈ S−NC(2p, 2q). Since, by construction, pi(2k) = γ2p,2q(2k), we
have γ2p,2qpi
−1 separates the points of O. Thus pi ∈ S−NC(2p, 2q) ∩ {pi |
γ2p,2qpi
−1 sep. O} and pˇi = σ. 
See Figure 5 for an example of the relation between pi and pˇi.
Lemma 36. Let pi ∈ S+NC(2p, 2q) be such that γ2p,2qpi−1 separates the
points of O. Suppose k is such that 2k and pi(2k) are in the same cycle
of γ2p,2q. Then pi(2k) = γ2p,2q(2k).
Proof. First let us suppose that 2k is in a through cycle of pi. Let l be
such that 2k, pi(2k), . . . , pil−1(2k) are in the same cycle of γ2p,2q but
pil(2k) is in a different cycle. Let γ˜ = γ2p,2q(pi
l−1(2k), γ−12p,2qpi
l(2k)), then
γ˜ has one cycle and, by Lemma 24, pi is non-crossing with respect to
γ˜. See Figure 6. Let us suppose 2k ∈ [2p]; the case when 2k ∈ [2p+ 1,
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Figure 6. On the left we see the permutation pi =
(1, 13, 14, 15, 11, 12)(2, 3)(4, 5, 6, 18), (7, 10, 16, 17)(8, 9). pi is
in S+NC(12, 6) and γ12,6pi
−1 separates the points of O = {1, 3,
5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17}. On the right is pi drawn relative to
γ12,6(6, 17).
2p+ 2q] is identical. The we may write
γ˜ = (1, 2, 3, . . . , 2k, . . . , pil−1(2k), pil(2k), γ2p,2qpil(2k), . . . ,
2p+ 2q, 2p+ 1, . . . , γ−12p,2qpi
l(2k), γ2p,2qpi
l−1(2k), . . . , p)
The cyclic interval I = (2k, γ2p,2q(2k), . . . , pi
l−1(2k)) lies in the cycle
(1, 2, 3, . . . , 2p) of γ2p,2q and the endpoints of I lie in the same cycle of
pi, see [MN, Remark 3.4 (2)]. Let c be a cycle of pi containing a point
of I but not 2k. Since pi is non-crossing with respect to γ˜, c must be
contained in I and thus not be a through cycle. Thus the gap, if it
exists, between 2k and pi(2k) is a union of non-through cycles of pi.
Hence pi(2k) = 2j − 1 for some j. Then γ2p,2q(2k) and pi(2k) are both
in O and in the same cycle of γ2p,2qpi
−1. Hence they must be equal.
Now suppose that 2k is not in a through cycle of pi. Then by
Lemma 27, pi(2k) = γ2p,2q(2l) for some l. So γ2p,2qpi
−1(γ2p,2q(2l)) =
γ2p.2q(2k). Then we have that γ2p,2q(2k) and γ2p,2q(2l) are in the same
orbit of γ2p,2qpi
−1 and thus γ2p,2q(2k) = γ2p,2q(2l). Hence pi(2k) =
γ2p,2q(2l) = γ2p,2q(2k) as required. 
Notation 37. Let V ⊂ [p+ q] and Vˆ ⊂ [2p+ 2q] be the set Vˆ = {2k |
k ∈ V } ∪ {2k + 1 | k ∈ V }. We call Vˆ the double of V .
Lemma 38. Let pi ∈ S+NC(2p, 2q) be such that γ2p,2qpi−1 separates the
points of O. Let V be the union of all through cycles of pi. Then there
is U ⊂ [p+ q] such that V = Uˆ .
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Proof. We must show that V is the disjoint union of cyclic intervals of
the form
{2i, γ2p,2q(2i), γ22p,2q(2i), . . . , γ2r+12p,2q (2i)} (∗)
for if this is so then we can take U to be the corresponding union of
cyclic intervals {i, γp,q(i), . . . , γrp,q(i)}. To prove that V has this struc-
ture it suffices to show that for each through cycle c of pi we have that
both c ∩ [2p] and c ∩ [2p + 1, 2p + 2q] have this structure, i.e. are a
disjoint union of cyclic intervals of the form (∗); this reduces to showing
that if 2k is in a through cycle of pi and both 2k and pi(2k) are in the
same cycle of γ2p,2q, then pi(2k) = γ2p,2q(2k). This is what was proved
in Lemma 36. 
Notation 39. Now suppose we are given (U , σ) ∈ PSNC(p, q)′. Write
σ = σ1 × σ2 ∈ NC(p)×NC(q). Let U be the block of U which is the
union of a cycle of σ1 and a cycle of σ2. Let S
(U ,σ)
NC (2p, 2q) be the set of
pi ∈ S+NC(2p, 2q) such that
◦ each non-through cycle of pi is the double of some cycle c of σ
(c.f. Definition 9)
◦ the union of all the through cycles of pi is Uˆ .
Proposition 40.
{pi ∈ S+NC(2p, 2q) | γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O} =
⋃
(U ,σ)∈PSNC(p,q)′
S
(U ,σ)
NC (2p, 2q)
and the union is disjoint.
Proof. First let us show that the union is disjoint. Suppose pi ∈
S
(U ,σ)
NC (2p, 2q). Since each non-through cycle of pi is the double of a
cycle of σ, all the cycles of σ, except the two cycles joined by U , are
determined by pi. Moreover the union of the two cycles of σ joined by
U is the union of the through cycles of pi; so these two cycles of σ, one
in [p] and the other in [p + 1, p + q], are also determined by pi. Thus
the union is disjoint.
Let pi ∈ S+NC(2p, 2q) be such that γ2p,2qpi−1 separates the points of
O. Let pi1 ∈ NC(p) and pi2 ∈ NC([p + 1, p + q]) be the non-crossing
partitions constructed in Lemma 26. By Lemma 27, each non-through
cycle of pi is the double of a subset of either [p] or [p + 1, p + q]. By
Lemma 36 the blocks of pi1 and pi2 which come from the through cycles
of pi are also the doubles of subsets of [p] and [p+ 1, p+ q] respectively.
Hence there are σ1 ∈ NC(p) and σ2 ∈ NC([p + 1, p + q]) such that
pi1 = σˆ1 and pi2 = σˆ2. Now let U ∈ P(p + q) be the partition whose
blocks are just the blocks of σ1 and σ2, except we join the blocks of σ1
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and σ2 coming from the through cycles of pi. Letting σ = σ1 × σ2, we
have pi ∈ S(U ,σ)NC (2p, 2q). 
Notation 41. Suppose pi ∈ SNC(p, q) is such that all cycles contain
points of both cycles of γp,q. Then we say that pi has all through cycles.
The set of non-crossing annular permutations with all through cycles
is denoted S allNC(p, q).
Lemma 42. Let pi ∈ S allNC(p, q), then all cycles of γp,qpi−1 are either
singletons or pairs and the pairs are all through cycles. Moreover if pi
is parity preserving (c.f. Def. 29), then γp,qpi
−1 separates the points of
O.
Proof. Suppose pi has k cycles. Then there are cyclic intervals I1, I2, . . . ,
Ik ⊂ [p] and J1, J2, . . . , Jk ⊂ [p+1, p+q] with Il = (i(l)1 , i(l)2 , . . . , i(l)rl ) and
Jl = (j
(l)
1 , j
(l)
2 , . . . , j
(l)
sl ) such that the l
th cycle of pi is (i
(l)
1 , i
(l)
2 , . . . , i
(l)
rl ,
j
(l)
1 , j
(l)
2 , . . . , j
(l)
sl ). Hence the only through cycles of γ2p,2qpi
−1 are of the
form (γp,q(i
(l)
rl ), j
(l)
1 ) and all other cycles are singletons. If in addition pi
is parity preserving, then i
(l)
rl and j
(l)
1 are of the same parity, so γp,q(i
(l)
rl )
and j
(l)
1 are of opposite parities. Thus γp,qpi
−1 separates the points of
O. 
The next proposition will be crucial in proving Theorem 19.
Proposition 43. Let (V , pi) ∈ PSNC(2p, 2q)′ be such that pi is even and
γ2p,2qpi
−1 separates the points of O. Then there is (U , σ) ∈ PSNC(p, q)′
such that V = Û and pi = σˆ. Moreover this correspondence is a bijec-
tion.
Proof. Since (V , pi) ∈ PSNC(2p, 2q)′, pi = pi1 × pi2 with pi1 ∈ NC(2p)
and pi2 ∈ NC(2q). Moreover pi1 and pi2 are both even and γ2ppi−11 and
γ2qpi
−1
2 separate the points of {1, 3, 5, . . . , 2p−1} and {1, 3, 5, . . . , 2q−1}
respectively. Thus, by Lemma 12, there are σ1 ∈ NC(p) and σ2 ∈
NC(q) such that pi1 = σˆ1 and pi2 = σˆ2. Thus pi = σˆ. Now U is formed
by joining a cycle of σ1 with a cycle of σ2. So if we form V by joining
the corresponding cycles of pi and pi2 then V = Û . Since we can recover
σ from σˆ this correspondence is a bijection. 
5. R-diagonal elements of second order
In this section we prove Theorems 16 and 18 regarding R-diagonal
elements.
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5.1. Proof of Theorem 16. Theorem 16 asserts that if {a, a∗} and
{b, b∗} are second order free and a is R-diagonal of second order then
ab is R-diagonal of second order.
Let c = ab and c(1) = c and c(−1) = c∗. So we must show that
α) κn(c
(1), c(2), . . . , c(n)) = 0 unless n is even and i = −i+1 for
1 ≤ i < n, and
β) κp,q(c
(1), c(2), . . . , c(p+q)) = 0 unless p and q are even and for
1 ≤ i < 2p or 2p+ 1 ≤ i < 2p+ 2q we have i = −i+1.
Note that (α) is proved in [NS1] and [NS2, Proposition 15.8].
Fix p and q, we shall show that κp,q(c
(1), c(2), . . . , c(p+q)) is neces-
sarily 0 unless p and q are even and i = −i+1 for 1 ≤ i < p and for
p + 1 ≤ i < p + q. To expand this cumulant we use the formula for
cumulants with products as entries as written in Proposition 7,
κp,q((ab)
(1), (ab)(2), . . . , (ab)(p+q))
=
∑
pi∈SNC(2p,2q)
κpi(x1, x2, . . . , x2(p+q)−1, x2p+2q)
+
∑
pi∈NC(2p)×NC(2q)
pi=pi1×pi2
∑
V≥pi
|V|=|pi|+1
κ(V,pi)(x1, x2, . . . , x2(p+q)−1, x2p+2q),
where
x2i−1 =
{
a i = 1
b∗ i = −1
and x2i =
{
a∗ i = −1
b i = 1
,
and the sum is over all pi ∈ SNC(2p+2q) in the first sum, and NC(2p)×
NC(2q) in the second, such that γ2p,2qpi
−1|
O
= idO and O = {1, 3, 5, . . . ,
2(p+ q)− 1}. Moreover, in the second sum we require the partition V
to have one block which is the union of a cycle of pi1 and a cycle of pi2.
Since we have assumed that {a, a∗} and {b, b∗} are free we know that
both κ(V,pi)(x1, . . . , x2p+2q) and κpi(x1, . . . , , x2p+2q) = 0 unless
i) all cycles of pi visit either only elements of {a, a∗}, let’s call these
a-cycles, or only elements of {b, b∗}, let’s call these b-cycles;
moreover, since a is R-diagonal, the a-cycles must alternate
between a and a∗ and, in particular, must have an even number
of elements (see Figure 7) and
ii) γ2p,2qpi
−1|O = idO (c.f. Definition 5).
So to prove (β) we have to show that if there is i such that i = i+1
then no pi can simultaneously satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii).
Lemma 44. Suppose pi ∈ SNC(2p, 2q))∪NC(2p)×NC(2q) satisfies (i)
and (ii). If i = −1, then pi(2i) = γ2p,2q(2i) and γp,q(i) = 1.
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Figure 7. If κpi(x1, . . . , xn) 6= 0 then pi must consist of a
cycles and b cycles and the a cycles must alternate between
a and a∗.
Proof. If i = −1 then x2i−1 = b∗ and x2i = a∗. Thus pi(2i) must be
odd so that the next element in the cycle containing 2i will be an a.
Let 2j − 1 = pi(2i). Then pi−1(2j − 1) = 2i, so γ2p,2qpi−1(2j − 1) is odd.
Since γ2p,2qpi
−1|O = idO we must have that γ2p,2qpi−1(2j − 1) = 2j − 1,
so pi(2i) = 2j − 1 = γ2p,2qpi−1(pi(2i)) = γ2p,2q(2i). Hence xγ2p,2q(2i) = a
and so γp,q(i) = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 16. To prove (β) we have to show that if there is i
such that i = i+1 then no pi can simultaneously satisfy conditions (i)
and (ii).
Lemma 44 already says that i = i+1 = −1 is impossible. Suppose
i = i+1 = 1. Then x2i+1 = a and so pi
−1(2i + 1) = 2j for some j and
j = −1. By Lemma 44, γ2p,2q(2i) = pi(2j) = γ2p,2q(2j); so i = j, but
j = −1 and i = 1. Thus we cannot have i = γp,q(i).
The arguments above show that i = −i+1, for 1 ≤ i < p or p+ 1 ≤
i < p + q, and that p = −1 and p+q = −p+1. This implies that p
and q must be even and thus we have proved (β) as desired. 
Since second order Haar unitaries are R-diagonal elements (see Sec-
tion 8.1) we get the following corollary.
Corollary 45. Let u and b be elements in some second order ∗-prob-
ability space such that u is a second order Haar unitary and such that
u and b are second order ∗-free. Then ub is a R-diagonal.
Furthermore, in Proposition 50, part (iii) we will see that any R-
diagonal element can be realized in this way.
5.2. Cumulants of aa∗ for an R-diagonal Operator. Now we prove
Theorem 18, which allows us, to calculate the cumulants of a second
order R-diagonal element a with determining sequences (βn)n≥1 and
(βp,q)p,q≥1 by the formula
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κp,q(aa
∗, . . . , aa∗) =
∑
pi∈PSNC(p,q)
βpi. (14)
Proof of Theorem 18. We use the formula for cumulants with products
as arguments as in Proposition 7. Indeed,
κp,q(aa
∗, . . . , aa∗) =
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(2p,2q)
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep.′s O
κ(V,pi)(a, . . . , a∗). (15)
Let X = {(V , pi) ∈ PSNC(2p, 2q) | γ2p,2qpi−1 separates the points
of O and κ(V,pi)(a, a∗, . . . , a, a∗) 6= 0}. We shall define a bijection ψ :
X → PSNC(p, q) such that κ(V,pi)(a, . . . , a∗) = βψ(V,pi). This will show
that right hand sides of Equations (14) and (15) are the same and thus
prove the theorem.
Now, since a is R-diagonal, the only non-vanishing cumulants κ(V,pi)
in the sum above have entries which alternate between a and a∗ and in
particular each block of pi must have an even number of elements.
We have two terms on the right hand side of Equation (15). The
first term is when pi is a permutation in S−NC(2p, 2q), then by Lemma
35 there is a unique element σ ∈ SNC(p, q) such that σˆ = pi. We
set ψ(pi) = σ and then by construction βσ = κψ(σ)(a, a
∗, . . . , a, a∗). If
pi ∈ SNC(2p, 2q) \ S−NC(2p, 2q) we have κpi(a, . . . , a∗) = 0.
In the second case, (V , pi) is in PSNC(2p, 2q)′; by Lemma 43 there
is (Vˇ , pˇi) ∈ PSNC(p, q)′ such that β(Vˇ,pˇi) = κ(V,pi)(a, a∗, ..., a, a∗). So we
set ψ(V , pi) = (Vˇ , pˇi) and then∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(2p,2q)
pi−1γ2p,2q sep.′s N
κ(V,pi)(a, . . . , a∗) =
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(p,q)
β(V,pi). (16)
as desired. 
Remark 46. Note that equation (16) can be inverted. So given that
a is a second order R-diagonal element, the cumulants of a can be
recovered from the cumulants of aa∗.
6. Even Elements
6.1. Squares of even operators. Let (A,ϕ, ϕ2) be a second order
non-commutative probability space. Recall that an element x ∈ A is
called even if ϕ(x2n+1) = 0 for all n ≥ 0 and ϕ2(xp, xq) = 0 unless p and
q are even. Recall also that for an even operator x, we set βn = κ
(x)
2n
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and βp,q = κ
(x)
2p,2q +
∑
pi∈S allNC(2p,2q)
κ(x)pi to be the determining sequences of
x.
Now suppose we are given (U , σ) ∈ PSNC(p, q)′. Write σ = σ1×σ2 ∈
NC(p)×NC(q). Let U be the block of U which is the union of a cycle
of σ1 and a cycle of σ2. Recall from Notation 39 that S
(U ,σ)
NC (2p, 2q) is
the set of pi ∈ S+NC(2p, 2q) such that
◦ each non-through cycle of pi is the double of some cycle c of σ;
◦ the union of all the through cycles of pi is Uˆ .
Lemma 47. Let x be an even element. Then∑
pi∈S+NC(2p,2q)
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O
κ(x)pi =
∑
(U ,σ)∈PS(p,q)′
∑
pi∈S(U,σ)NC (2p,2q)
κ(x)pi
Proof. By Proposition 40 the sets being summed over are the same and
thus the sums are equal. 
Lemma 48. Let x be second order even and (U , σ) ∈ PSNC(p, q)′.
Then
β
(x)
(U ,σ) = κ
(x)
(Uˆ ,σˆ) +
∑
pi∈S(U,σ)NC (2p,2q)
κ(x)pi
Proof. Let the cycles of σ be c1, c2, . . . , ck with ck−1 ⊂ [p], ck ⊂ [p +
1, p + q]. We shall also write U = {c1, . . . , ck−2, ck−1 ∪ ck}. For this
proof we shall write βci for β
(x)
ki
if the cycle ci has ki elements. Then
βci = κ
(x)
cˆi
; so
βc1 . . . βck−2 = κ
(x)
cˆ1
· · ·κ(x)cˆk−2 .
Also βck−1,ck = κ
(x)
cˆk−1,cˆk +
∑
pi∈SallNC(cˆk−1,cˆk)
κ(x)pi . Hence
β
(x)
(U ,σ) = βc1βc2 · · · βck−2βck−1,ck
= κ
(x)
cˆ1
κ
(x)
cˆ2
· · ·κ(x)cˆk−2
(
κ
(x)
cˆk−1,cˆk +
∑
pi∈SallNC(cˆk−1,cˆk)
κ(x)pi
)
= κ
(x)
(Uˆ ,σˆ) +
∑
pi∈S(U,σ)NC (2p,2q)
κ(x)pi

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Lemma 49. Let x be a even element and βn = κ
(x)
2n . Then∑
pi∈S−NC(2p,2q)
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O
κ(x)pi =
∑
σ∈SNC(p,q)
βσ
Proof. The pi’s over which we must sum are the ones that are in bijec-
tion with SNC(p, q), by Lemma 35. Moreover a cycle of pi which must
have even length, corresponds to a cycle of pˇi of half this length. For
such a pi we then have κ
(x)
pi = βpˇi. This proves the lemma. 
Finally we are able to prove Theorem 19 which states that the second
order cumulants of x2 are given by
κp,q(x
2, . . . , x2) =
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(p,q)
β
(x)
(V,pi).
Proof of Theorem 19. On one hand, Lemma 49 says∑
pi∈S−NC(2p,2q)
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O
κ(x)pi =
∑
pi∈SNC(p,q)
β(x)pi
and on the other we have by using respectively Lemma 42 and Propo-
sition 40 that∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(2p,2q)′
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O
κ
(x)
(V,pi) +
∑
pi∈S+NC(2p,2q)
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O
κ(x)pi
=
∑
(U ,σ)∈PSNC(p,q)′
{
κ
(x)
(Uˆ ,σˆ) +
∑
pi∈S(U,σ)NC (2p,2q)
κ(x)pi
}
=
∑
(U ,σ)∈PSNC(p,q)′
β
(x)
(U ,σ).
where the last equality follows from Lemma 48.
From which we get using the formula for cumulants with prod-
ucts as arguments and separating the sum into parts over S−NC(2p, 2q),
S+NC(2p, 2q), and PSNC(2p, 2q)′
κ(x
2)
p,q =
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(2p,2q)
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O
κ
(x)
(V,pi)
=
∑
pi∈SNC(2p,2q)
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O
κ(x)pi +
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(2p,2q)′
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O
κ
(x)
(V,pi)
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=
∑
pi∈S−NC(2p,2q)
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O
κ(x)pi +
∑
pi∈S+NC(2p,2q)
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O
κ(x)pi +
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(2p,2q)′
γ2p,2qpi−1 sep. O
κ
(x)
(V,pi)
(∗)
=
∑
pi∈SNC(p,q)
β(x)pi +
∑
(U ,σ)∈PSNC(p,q)′
β
(x)
(U ,σ)
=
∑
(U ,σ)∈PSNC(p,q)
β
(x)
(U ,σ)
as desired, where the equality (∗) follows from Lemma 49. 
6.2. From R -diagonal to even operators. Let (A, ϕ, ϕ2) be a
non-commutative probability space, and let d be a positive integer.
Consider the algebra Md(A) of d × d matrices over A and the func-
tionals ϕ˜ := ϕ ◦ tr : Md(A) −→ C, and ϕ˜2 := ϕ2 ◦ tr ⊗ tr on
Md(A) : Md(A)⊗Md(A) −→ C defined by the formula
ϕ˜((ai,j)
d
i,j=1) =
1
d
d∑
i=1
ϕ(aii) = ϕ(tr(A))
and
ϕ˜2((ai,j)
d
i,j=1, (bi,j)
d
i,j=1) =
1
d2
d∑
i,j=1
ϕ2(aii, bjj) = ϕ2(tr(A), tr(B)).
Then (Md(A), ϕ˜, ϕ˜2) is itself a second order non-commutative prob-
ability space. Note that if either (aij)
d
i,j=1 or (bij)
d
i,j=1 is zero on the
diagonal then ϕ˜2((aij)
d
i,j=1, (bij)
d
i,j=1) = 0
We can realize second order even elements as 2 × 2 matrices with
R-diagonal elements in the off-diagonal entries. This generalizes the
theorem in [NS2, Prop. 15.12] where the first order case was considered.
Proposition 50. Let a be second order R-diagonal in (A, ϕ, ϕ2) and
consider the off-diagonal matrix,
A :=
(
0 a
a∗ 0
)
as an element in (M2(A), ϕ˜, ϕ˜2). Then
i) A is second order even element.
ii) A has the same determining sequence as a: β
(A)
p,q = β
(a)
p,q for all
p, q ≥ 1 and β(A)n = β(a)n for all n.
iii) Any second order R-diagonal operator can be realized in the
form xu where u is a Haar unitary, x is even, and u and x are
second order free.
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iv) The second order cumulants of a and the second order cumu-
lants of A, are related by
κ(a)p,q = κ
(A)
p,q +
∑
pi∈S all,+NC (m,n)
κ(A)pi .
Proof. A is even because tr(Ap) = 0 for p odd. On the first order level
claims (i)−(iv) are proved in [NS2, Prop. 15.12], so we shall only prove
the corresponding claims at the second order level. For (ii), the only
observation needed is that from Theorems 18 and 19 the determining
sequence of A and a can be calculated from the moments and fluctua-
tion moments of aa∗ and A2 in the same way, (see Equations (10) and
(11)). So it is enough to see that the moments and fluctuation moments
of aa∗ and A2 are the same, i.e. ϕ˜2(A2m, A2n) = ϕ2((aa∗)m, (aa∗)n), but
this is clear.
(iii) is proved as follows. Let U be a second order Haar unitary which
is second order free from A. By Theorem 16, X = AU∗ is R-diagonal
and XX∗ = AU∗UA = A2. This then implies that the determining
series of X coincides with the determining series of A and also with
the determining series of a, by (ii) . So X and a are two second order
R-diagonal operators with the same distribution.
(iv) By (iii) the determining sequences coincide, i.e. β
(A)
p,q = β
(a)
p,q for
all p, q ≥ 1 and β(A)n = β(a)n for all n. This gives us exactly the desired
relation.

7. Cumulants of products of free random variables
In this section we will prove the second order analogue of the theo-
rem of Arizmendi and Vargas [AV] for the moments and cumulants of
a1a2 · · · an when ai’s are second order free. We will use the formula for
products as arguments.
Definition 51. Let a pi be a non-crossing partition in SNC(kp, kq) and
σ the permutation associated to pi.
i) pi is called k-divisible if the size of every block of pi is a multiple
of k.
ii) pi is called k-equal if the size of every block of pi is k.
iii) pi is called k-alternating if pi(i) ≡ i+ 1 (mod k).
iv) pi is called k-preserving if pi(i) ≡ i (mod k).
v) If pi is k-preserving and pi−1γkp,kq separates the points {k, 2k,
. . . , (p+ q)k} then we say that pi is k-completing.
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Note that if pi is k-alternating then it is also k-divisible. The converse
is not true but there is a k-to-1 correspondence from k-divisible to k-
alternating partitions, giving by a relabelling in one of the circles.
From now on we will denote by γ = γkp,kq = (1, 2, ....kp)(kp + 1, kp
+ kq) and denote by Kr(σ) = σ−1γ. The following is the analogue of
Proposition 3.1 in [AV].
Lemma 52. Let σ be in SNC(kp, kq).
i) σ is k-alternating iff σ−1γ is k-preserving.
ii) σ is k-alternating and k-equal iff σ−1γ is k-completing.
Proof. (i) Suppose that σ is k-alternating. Since γ(i) ≡ i+ 1 (mod k)
then σ−1γ(i) = σ−1(i + 1) ≡ i (mod k). Conversely, if σ−1γ(i) ≡ i
(mod k) then σ(i) = γ(i) ≡ i+ 1 (mod k).
(ii) Note that by (i) if σ−1γ is k-completing then σ is k-alternating.
We claim that σ is k-equal. Suppose that this is not the case. That
is, suppose that σ is k-alternating, but not k-equal. Then σ has at
most p + q − 1 cycles. But (σ−1γ)−1γ = γ−1σγ has the same number
of cycles as σ. Thus (σ−1γ)−1γ cannot separate more than p + q − 1
points from {k, 2k, .., (p+q)k}. Thus σ−1γ is not k-completing, yielding
a contradiction.
Conversely if σ is k-alternating and k-equal. Then σk is the identity
permutation. Let K = {k, 2k, 3k, . . . , (p + q)k}. Then σ(γi(K)) =
γi+1(K) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. To show that σ−1γ is k-completing we must
show that γ−1σ−rγ(K) ∩ K = Ø for 1 ≤ r < k. Since σ(γi(K)) =
γi+1(K) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have γ−1σ−rγ(K) ∩K = γ−r(K) ∩K = Ø
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. 
Now we are in position to prove Theorem 21.
Theorem 53 (Moments and Cumulants of Products of Free Variables).
Let a1, . . . , ak be operators which are second order free and such that
κp,q(ai) = 0 for all p, q ∈ N. Let a = a1a2 · · · ak.
ϕ2(a
p, aq) =
∑
pi∈SNCkalt(p,q)
κKr(pi)(a1, a2, . . . , ak, . . . , a1, a2, . . . , ak), (17)
where SNCkalt(p, q) denotes the k-alternating partitions of SNC(kp, kq).
Furthermore,
κp,q(a, . . . , a) =
∑
pi∈SNCk alt(p,q)
κKr(pi)(a1, . . . , ak, . . . , a1, . . . , ak), (18)
where SNCk alt(p, q) denotes the partitions of SNC(kp, kq) which are
k-equal and k-alternating.
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Proof. We shall use the moment-cumulant formula (§2.4) and the sec-
ond order freeness of the ai’s. By hypothesis, the second order cumu-
lants of a′is are zero. In addition we have further assumed that the
ai’s are second order free. Thus for all partitioned permutations (V , pi)
we have that κ(V,pi)(a1, . . . , ak, . . . , a1, . . . , ak) = 0. Thus in moment-
cumulant formula we only need to sum over SNC(kp, kq):
ϕ(ap, aq) =
∑
pi∈SNC(kp,kq)
κpi(a1, a2, . . . , ak, . . . , a1, a2, . . . , ak).
The contribution os a pi will be non-zero only if pi joins an ai with an-
other ai, which implies that pi is k-preserving. By Lemma 52, Kr(σ) =
σ−1γ. This proves the first claim.
For the second formula we use the formula for products as arguments
as in Proposition 7, for a = a1a2 · · · ak. Again, since the second order
cumulants of a′is are zero the only non-vanishing contribution are from
pi in SNC(kp, kq). Thus we get
κp,q(a, ..., a) =
∑
pi∈SNC(kp,kq)
κpi(a1, ..., ak, ..., a1, ..., ak),
where the sum runs over the permutations pi in SNC(kp, kq) such that
pi−1γkp,kq separates the points {k, 2k, .., (p + q)k}. Since the random
variables are second order free, the sum runs only over the k-preserving
partitions in SNC(kp, kq). These two conditions on pi mean exactly that
pi is k-completing. Finally, by Lemma 52 the permutations involved in
the sum are exactly the Kreweras complements of k-equal permutations
which are also k-alternating, and the formula follows. 
Note that by Lemma 52 we can write the set
{Kr(pi) | pi ∈ SNC(kp, kq), pi is k-equal and k-alternating}
as
{σ ∈ SNC(kp, kq) | σ is k-preserving and Kr(σ) is k-equal }.
Of particular interest will be when κn(ai) = 1 for all i and all n. i.e.
when the ai’s are free Poisson operators. This will be explained in
Example 64.
Remark 54. There is a natural bijection between k divisible parti-
tions (k + 1)-equal ones for NC(n) which is given by the “fattening
procedure” as described in Arizmendi [A]. The second order analogue
is also true, that is, SNC(k+1) alt(p, q) is in bijection with SNC
k
alt(p, q),
we leave this observation as an exercise to the reader.
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8. Examples and applications
We now give some examples on how to use the main theorems and
constructions given above.
8.1. A second order Haar unitary is second order R-diagonal.
Our first example comes from [MST, §5].
Definition 55. Let (A, ϕ, ϕ2) be a second order probability space
and u ∈ A a unitary. We say that u is a second order Haar uni-
tary if ϕ(uk) = ϕ(u∗k) = 0 for k ≥ 1 (i.e. u is a Haar unitary) and
ϕ2(u
k, u∗l) = k δk,l.
Let us first see that a second order Haar unitary is second order
R-diagonal.
Proposition 56. Let u a second order Haar unitary. Then u is sec-
ond order R-diagonal. Moreover given p and q positive integers and
1, 2, 3, . . . , p+q ∈ {−1, 1}, we have κp,q(u1 , u2 , . . . , un−1 , un) = 0
unless p and q are even and
1 + 2 = · · · = p−1 + p = p+1 + p+2 = · · · = p+q−1 + p+q = 0 (19)
i.e. the ’s alternate in sign except possibly between p and p+ 1.
Proof. Let us show first that if 1+· · ·+p+q 6= 0 then κp,q(u1 , . . . , up+q)
= 0. Suppose 1 + · · ·+ p+q 6= 0. First note that for all pi ∈ SNC(p, q)
some cycle of pi, (i1, . . . , ik), must have 1 + · · · + k 6= 0 and thus
ϕpi(u
1 , . . . , up+q) = 0 because we assumed that u is a Haar unitary.
Also for (U , pi) ∈ PSNC(p, q)′ we have U must have a block where the
’s do not sum to 0. If this block is a cycle, (i1, . . . , ik), of pi then
ϕ(ui1 · · ·uik ) = 0. If this block is the union of two cycles (i1, . . . , ik)
and (j1, . . . , jl) of pi then ϕ2(u
i1 · · ·uik , uj1 · · ·ujl ) = 0. In either
case we have ϕ(U ,pi)(u1 , . . . , up , up+1 , . . . , up+q) = 0. Since we have by
[CMS´S, Def. 7.4]
κp,q(u
1 , . . . , up , up+1 , . . . , up+q)
=
∑
(U ,pi)∈PSNC(p,q)
µ(V , pi)ϕ(U ,pi)(u1 , . . . , up , up+1 , . . . , up+q)
we have that κp,q(u
1 , . . . , up , up+1 , . . . , up+q) = 0. From now on we
assume that 1 + · · ·+ p+q = 0 and p+ q is even.
We shall prove the proposition by induction on (p, q). When p =
q = 1 we have κ1,1(u
1 , u2) = ϕ2(u
1 , u2) − κ2(u1 , u2) = 0 because
ϕ2(u
1 , u2) = κ2(u
1 , u2) = 1.
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When p = q = 2 we have to check that κ2,2(u
1 , u2 , u3 , u4) = 0
when either 1 = 2 or 3 = 4; in fact one condition implies the other
because 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 = 0. Thus
2 = ϕ2(u
1u2 , u3u4) =
∑
pi∈SNC(2,2)
κpi(u
1 , u2 , u3 , u4)
+
∑
(V,pi)∈PS(p,q)′
κ(V,pi)(u1 , u2 , u3 , u4)
In the first term we will only have contributions from permutations
that have cycles of even length that alternate between u and u∗. There
are no permutations with cycles of length four that alternate because
we have two u’s on one circle and two u∗’s on the other. There are two
permutations with two cycles of length two that alternate between u
and u∗. Thus the contribution of the first term is 2. The contribution
of the second paragraph is just κ2,2(u
1 , u2 , u3 , u4) as all other terms
contain factors of κ1,1 or κ2,1 which we have already shown to be 0.
Hence κ2,2(u
1 , u2 , u3 , u4) = 0 when 1 = 2 or 3 = 4.
Suppose that the proposition holds whenever r < p and q ≤ s or
r ≤ p and s < q, and that either p is odd, q is odd, or property (19)
fails. Then we can find in either the first p positions or in the last
q positions a cyclically adjacent pair of ’s of the same sign. Recall
that ϕ2 is tracial in each variable so without loss of generality we may
assume that 1 = 1, 2 = −1, and 3 = −1.
Now u1u2 = 1, so by [CMS´S, Proposition 7.8], κp−1,q(u1u2 , u3 , . . . ,
up+q) = 0. Let N = {2, 3, 4, . . . , p+ q}. By Proposition 5
0 = κp−1,q(u1u2 , u3 , . . . , up+q)
=
∑
pi∈SNC(p,q)
pi−1γp,q sep.’s N
κpi(u
1 , . . . , up+q)
+
∑
(V,pi)∈PS(p,q)′
pi−1γp,q sep.’s N
κpi(u
1 , . . . , up+q)
Let us examine the condition on pi in each of the two terms. The
requirement that pi−1γp,q separates the points of N means that either
pi = γp,q or pi = γp,q(1, r) for some r 6= 1.
For the first term, in order for pi to connect the two cycles of γ, we
must have pi = γp,q(1, r) for some r ∈ [p + 1, p + q], . This means that
pi = (1, r+1, r+2, . . . , p+q, p+1, . . . , r, 2, 3, 4, . . . , p) and thus the first
order cumulant κpi(u
1 , . . . , up+q) is 0 because 2 and 3 are adjacent.
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In the second term we must have either pi = γp,q(1, r) with r ∈ [p]
or pi = γp,q. Let us first suppose the former holds. Then pi = (1, r +
1, r + 2, . . . , p)(2, 3, 4, . . . , r)(p + 1, p + 2, . . . , p + q) and there are two
possibilities for V . Either
V = {(1, r + 1, r + 2, . . . , p, p+ 1, . . . , p+ q)(2, 3, . . . , r)}
or
V = {(2, 3, . . . , r, p+ 1, . . . , p+ q)(1, r + 1, r + 2, . . . , p)}.
In the first case
κ(V,pi)(u1 , . . . , up+q) = κr−1(u2 , u3 , . . . , ur)
× κp−r+1,q(u1 , ur+1 , . . . , up+q) = 0,
because 2 and 3 are adjacent in the first factor (unless r = 2, but
then we have a singleton so we get 0 in this case also).
In the second case
κ(V,pi)(u1 , . . . , up+q) = κr−1,q(u2 , u3 , . . . , ur , up+1 , . . . , up+q)
× κp−r+1(u1 , ur+1 , . . . , up) = 0,
by our induction hypothesis because 2 and 3 are adjacent (unless
r = 2 in which case r− 1 is odd and so we get 0 in this case also). We
have now shown that all the terms in Equation (20) are zero except
possibly the case where pi = γp,q and V = 1p+q. Since the sum is 0 we
must then also have that this term is also 0, i.e.
κp,q(u
1 , . . . , up+q) = κ(1p+q ,γp,q)(u
1 , . . . , up+q) = 0
as required. 
Proposition 57. Let p = 2m and q = 2n be even integers and 1, ...,
p+q ∈ {−1, 1} alternating. Then κp,q(u1 , ..., up+q) = −1m+ncm,n.
Proof. We have just shown that u is second order R-diagonal and since
uu∗ = 1 we can use Theorem 18 to calculate the cumulants of u. In-
deed, the cumulants of 1 are given by κ1 = 1 , κn = 0 for n > 1
and κp,q = 0 for all p, q ≥ 1. Thus the determining sequence of
u is given by the inversion formula (10) δ = β(u) ∗ ζ (see page 15).
Hence β(u) is the Moebius function calculated in [CMS´S, Thm. 5.24],
so κp,q(u
1 , ..., up+q) = (−1)m+ncm,n. 
Proposition 58. Suppose that r and u are second order ∗-free and that
u is a second order Haar unitary. Then r is second order R-diagonal
if and only if r and ur have the same second order ∗-distribution.
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Proof. Suppose that r is second order R-diagonal. We have already
seen in Proposition 56 that u is second order R-diagonal. By Theo-
rem 16 we have that ur is also second order R-diagonal. The second
order ∗-distributions of r and ur are given by their ∗-cumulants and
by Theorem 18 these are given by the cumulants of rr∗ and urr∗u∗ re-
spectively. Since both ϕ and ϕ2 are tracial, these cumulants are equal.
Thus r and ur have the same second order ∗-distribution.
Conversely suppose that r and ur have the same second order ∗-
distribution. By Theorem 16, ur is second order R-diagonal. Thus r
is second order R-diagonal. 
8.2. Semi-circular and circular operators. Following [MST, §4],
a random variable s in a second order non-commutative probability
space is is called a second order semi-circular operator if its first order
cumulants satisfy κn(s, s, ..., s) = 0 for all n 6= 2 and κ2(s, s) = 1, and
for all p and q the second order cumulants κp,q are 0. This operator
appears as the limit of GUE random matrices as the size tends to
infinity. See [MS, Thm. 3.5].
Example 59 (Square of Semi-circular). It follows from the definition
that the first order determining sequence of the semicircle operator is
given by β1 = 1 and βn = 0 for n > 0, The second order determining
sequence is given by βk,k = k and βp,q = 0 if p 6= q, since the only
terms appearing in formula (7), are “spoke” diagrams which are parity
preserving. Theorem 19 now gives the second order cumulants of s2.
κp,q(s
2, . . . , s2)
=
∑
pi∈SNC(p,q)
βpi +
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(p,q)′
β(V,pi) =
∑
pi∈PSNC(p,q)′
β(V,pi)
because there are no partitions in SNC(p, q) with only blocks of size
one. Now, the only non-vanishing terms in the last sum are of the form
βk,kβ
2p+2q−2k
1 . For fixed k, there are
(
p
k
)(
q
k
)
partitioned permutation
with k singletons and one k−k block, each one giving the contribution
βk,k β
2p+2q−2k
1 = k. Thus,
κp,q(s
2, . . . , s2) =
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(p,q)′
β(V,pi) =
∑
k>0
(
p
k
)(
q
k
)
βk,k
=
∑
k>0
k
(
p
k
)(
q
k
)
= p
(
p+ q − 1
p
)
.
The last equality follows by the Chu-Vandermonde formula.
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Another way to derive these cumulants is using the series from The-
orem 20. Indeed, B(z) = 1 implies that C(z) = 1/(z − 1) and then
C ′(z) = −1/(z − 1)2. Also,
B(z, w) =
1
zw
∑
p,q≥1
βp,qz
pwq =
1
zw
∑
n≥1
nznwn =
1
(1− zw)2 .
and
∂2
∂z∂w
log
(
C(z)− C(w)
z − w
)
=
∂2
∂z∂w
log
(
1
(z − 1)(w − 1)
)
= 0.
Hence,
C(z, w) = C ′(z)C ′(w)B(C(z), C(w))
=
1
(z − 1)2(w − 1)2
1
(1− (z − 1)−1(w − 1)−1)2
=
1
((z − 1)(w − 1)− 1)2 =
1
(zw − z − w)2
=
∑
p,q≥1
p
(
p+ q − 1
p
)
zpwq
Example 60 (Circular operator). Consider s1 and s2 second order
free semicircular operators. We call c = s1+is2√
2
a (second order) circular
operator. The operator c is a second order R-diagonal. Indeed, since s1
and s2 are second order free, their mixed free cumulants vanish, also the
second order cumulant of s1 and s2 vanish thus by linearity the same
is true for c. That is, κp,q(c
(1), ..., c(p+q)) = 0 for all 1, ..., p+q ∈ {±1}.
On the other hand is well known κ2(c, c
∗) = κ2(c∗, c) = 1 are the
only first order vanishing cumulants of c. Hence c is second order R-
diagonal.
Example 61 (Square of circular operator). This is a continuation of
Examples 59 and 60. Let c be a circular element and s a semicircu-
lar operator as in Examples 59 and 60. Now recall that cc∗ and s2
both have a Poisson distribution with respect to ϕ (i.e. ϕ((cc∗)n) =
ϕ((s2)n) = 1
n+1
(
2n
n
)
). So one might expect that cc∗ and s2 have the
same distribution in the second order level. We see that this is not the
case.
Indeed, the determining sequences of c are given by β1 = 1 and
βn = 0 for n > 0 and βp,q = 0, for all p and q. This already shows
our claim, since βn,n = n in the case for semicircle of Example 59.
Moreover, from formula (10) it is readily seen that the second order
cumulants of cc∗ are all zero. i.e. κp,q(cc∗, cc∗, ..., cc∗) = 0.
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Since the first order cumulants of cc∗ are all 1. Then the (p, q)-
fluctuation moments of cc∗ count the number of elements in SNC(p, q).
Example 62 (Product of two circular operators). Let c1 and c2 be
a pair of second order circular elements and suppose they are second
order free. Let h = c1c2. We have that h is R-diagonal so the only
non-vanishing cumulants of h are those of the form κ2n(h, h
∗, . . . , h, h∗).
These are equal to 1 for all n. Let us briefly review how to see this.
κ2n(h, h
∗, . . . , h, h∗) =
∑
pi
κpi(c1, c2, c
∗
2, c
∗
1, . . . , c1, c2, c
∗
2, c
∗
1)
where the sum runs over all pi ∈ NC(2n) such that pi ∨ ρ = 14n and
ρ = {(1, 2), . . . , (4n − 1, 4n)}. By freeness all blocks of pi can contain
only {c1, c∗1} or only {c2, c∗2}. Moreover since c1 and c2 are circular the
blocks of pi must be of size 2 and can only connect ci to c
∗
i . Thus pi
must be a pairing. In the diagram below we represent c1, c
∗
1, c2, and
c∗2 respectively by 1, 1, 2, and 2. Let us start with the leftmost 1.
If it were to be connected any 1 other than the rightmost then the
condition pi ∨ ρ = 12kn would be violated. Similarly if the leftmost 2
were connected to any 2 other than the 2 immediately to the right of
2 then the condition pi ∨ ρ = 12kn would be violated. Continuing in
this way we see that there is only one such pi that satisfies the two
conditions
κpi(c1, c2, c
∗
2, c
∗
1, . . . , c1, c2, c
∗
2, c
∗
1) 6= 0
and pi ∨ ρ = 12kn. Moreover since κ2(ci, c∗i ) = κ2(c∗i , ci) = 1, we have
that κ2n(h, h
∗, . . . , h, h∗) = 1 as claimed.
ρ
pi
1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
Since c1 and c2 are second order R-diagonal, so is h. In Example 60
we saw that the second order cumulants of c1 and c2 are all zero and
the only non-vanishing cumulants of first order are
κ2(c1, c
∗
1) = κ2(c
∗
1, c1) = κ2(c2, c
∗
2) = κ2(c
∗
2, c2) = 1. (20)
Let us show that all second order cumulants of h are 0. Since h is
second order R-diagonal we have that the only possible non-vanishing
cumulants are
κ2p,2q(h, h
∗, . . . , h, h∗) and κ2p,2q(h∗, h, . . . , h∗, h).
We shall show the first of these is 0, the proof for the second fol-
lows because h∗ is also the product of circular operators. To compute
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κ2p,2q(h, h
∗, . . . , h, h∗) we use Proposition 7 to write
κ2p,2q(h, h
∗, . . . , h, h∗) =
∑
pi∈SNC(4p,4q)
pi−1γ4p,4q sep. N
κpi(c1, c2, c
∗
2, c
∗
1, . . . , c1, c2, c
∗
2, c
∗
1),
with N = {2, 4, 6, . . . , 4p+ 4q}. Note that there are no terms involving
second order cumulants as the second order ∗-cumulants of c1 and c2
vanish. For a pi ∈ SNC(4p, 4q) to contribute to this sum, pi must be a
pairing because the first order ∗-cumulants of c1 and c2 are all 0 except
those in Equation (20). We claim that κpi(c1, c2, c
∗
2, c
∗
1, . . . , c1, c2, c
∗
2, c
∗
1)
= 0 whenever pi−1γ4p,4q sep. N . Such a pi must have a through string.
Suppose it connects a c1 on one circle to a c
∗
1 on the other circle.
This means that there are j and k such that pi(2j − 1) = 2k. But
then pi−1γ4p,4q(2j − 2) = 2k, which contradicts the assumption that
pi−1γ4p,4q sep. N . The case where a through string connects a c2 on
one circle to a c∗2 on the other is similar. Hence h is a second-order
R-diagonal with all second order cumulants equal to 0.
We now calculate the second order cumulants of hh∗. From the
discussion above we have the determining sequences of h are given by
βn = 1 and βp,q = 0, for all p and q. From Equation (10) we have that
κp,q(hh
∗, . . . , hh∗) =
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(p,q)′
β(V,pi) +
∑
pi∈SNC(p,q)
βpi
=
∑
pi∈SNC(p,q)
1 = |SNC(p, q)| = pq
4(p+ q)
(
p
p/2
)(
q
q/2
)
.
The last equality comes from the fact that |SNC(p, q)| = 12 |NC2(2p, 2q)|
where NC2(2p, 2q) is the set of non-crossing annular pairings (see [MN,
Cor. 6.7]). The first order cumulants are κ1 = 1, κ2 = 2, κ3 = 5, κ4 =
14 and in general κn = Cn, the n
th Catalan number. Some of the second
order cumulants are given by κ1,1 = 1, κ1,2 = 4, κ2,2 = 18, κ1,3 = 15.
From which we have the second order moments are given by m1,1 =
1 + 2 = 3, and m1,2 = 4 + 2 + 10 + 4 = 20,m2,2 = 18 + 16 + 4 + 56 +
40 + 8 + 8 = 150.
Example 63 (Product of three circular operators). Let c1, c2, c3 be sec-
ond order circular elements which are second order ∗-free and let h3 =
c1c2c3. Again, since each ci is second order R-diagonal, we have that
h3 = c1c2c3 is also second order R-diagonal. Let us find the ∗-cumulants
of h. In the first order case we shall see that κ2n(h3, h
∗
3, . . . , h3, h
∗
3) =
|NC2(2n)| the number of non-crossing pairings of [2n].
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We expand using the formula for cumulants with products as entries
κ2n(h3, h
∗
3, . . . , h3, h
∗
3) =
∑
pi
κpi(c1, c2, c3, c
∗
3, c
∗
2, c
∗
1, . . . , c1, c2, c3, c
∗
3, c
∗
2, c
∗
1).
As in Example 62 we must pair each c∗1 with the c1 that imme-
diately follows it cyclically. The same holds for c∗3 and c3. This
guarantees that pi ∨ ρ = 16n. What is not forced is the pairing on
{c2, c∗2, . . . , c2, c∗2}. For these, any pairing will do (show below in dotted
lines). As there are 2n points to pair we get that number of pairings pi
is |NC2(2n)|. Each pi contributes 1 as κ2(ci, c∗i ) = κ2(c∗i , ci) = 1. Hence
κ2n(h3, h
∗
3, . . . , h3, h
∗
3) = |NC2(2n)|.
ρ
pi
1 2 3 3 2 1 1 2 3 3 2 1 1 2 3 3 2 1
Now let us consider the annular case. Again we expand using Propo-
sition 7
κ2p,2q(h3, h
∗
3, . . . , h3, h
∗
3)
=
∑
pi
κpi(c1, c2, c3, c
∗
3, c
∗
2, c
∗
1, . . . , c1, c2, c3, c
∗
3, c
∗
2, c
∗
1).
where the sum runs over pi ∈ SNC(6p, 6q) such that pi−1γ6p,6q separates
the points of N = {3, 6, . . . , 6(p+ q)}.
In order to find a pi making a non-zero contribution one must as
above pair each c∗1 with the c1 that immediately follows it cyclically.
The same holds for c∗3 and c3. What remains is to find a non-crossing
annular pairing with p pairs {c2, c∗2}’s on one circle and q pairs {c2, c∗2}’s
on the other. Moreover on each circle the c2’s and the c
∗
2’s alternate.
The number of pi’s satisfying this is exactly half of |NC2(2p, 2q)|. This
is because any non-crossing pairing. pi, in NC2(2p, 2q) will always pair
a c2 with a c
∗
2. However, the through strings may pair a c2 with a c2.
However half of pairings will pair a c2 with a c
∗
2 (see [MN, Cor. 6.7 and
Remark 6.8]). Thus κ2p,2q(h3, h
∗
3, . . . , h3, h
∗
3) =
1
2
|NC2(2p, 2q)|.
Notice that the determining sequence of h3 coincides with the cu-
mulants of h2h
∗
2. This is not a coincidence as we will see in Remark
66.
Example 64 (Product of k free circular operators). Let h = c1c2 · · · ck.
In principle, we could follow the strategy above, but for general k,
Equations (17) and (18) of Theorem 53 are more useful. Indeed, a direct
application of them gives a combinatorial description of the fluctuation
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Figure 8. The two cases (i) and (ii) below.
moments and cumulants:
ϕ2(h
p, hq) = |SNCkalt(kp, kq)| and κp,q(h, ..., h) = |SNCk alt(kp, kq)|,
a precise formula for this quantities is not known for k > 2.
Example 65 (Conjugation by a free circular element). The c be a
second order circular operator as in Example 60 which is second order
∗-free from a. We are interested in the second order cumulants of cac∗.
Recall that for the first order cumulants we have
κn(cac
∗, . . . , cac∗) = ϕ(an).
Thus for cumulant generating function
Ccac∗(z) =
∞∑
n=0
κn(cac
∗, . . . , cac∗)zn
we have
Ccac∗(z) = z
−1Ga(z−1)
where Ga(z) =
∑∞
n=0 ϕ(a
n)z−(n+1) is the Cauchy transform of a.
Let us show that a similar formula holds in the second order case.
For this we use the formula for products as arguments directly.
κp,q(cac
∗, ..., cac∗) =
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(kp,kq)
κ(V,pi)(c, a, c∗, ..., , ..., cac∗),
where the sum runs over permutations such that pi−1γkp,kq separates
the points {3, 6, .., 3(p+ q)}.
Let us analyze the possible permutations in the sum. Recall that
the only non-vanishing ∗-cumulants of c are κ2(c, c∗) and κ2(c∗, c). So
in pi, any c must be connected to a c∗. For this, in principle there are
two possibilities:
i) c and c∗ are on the same circle, as in Figure 8 (left), or
ii) c an c∗ are in opposite circles, as in Figure 8 (right).
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In both cases, suppose the c is in position 3i and c∗ is in position
3j + 1, then 3i and 3j are not separated by pi−1γ. Indeed, pi−1γ(3j) =
pi−1(3j + 1) = 3i. The only possibility is then that j = i, i.e. each c
in a position 3i is connected to c∗ in the position 3i + 1, in the same
circle.
Thus, we may write the partitioned permutations (V , pi) in the sum
above as pi = pi1pi2 where pi1 = (3, 4)(6, 7) · · · (3p + 3q − 3, 3p + q − 2)
and pi2 is any annular non-crossing permutation on [2, 5, 8, ..., 3p −
1; 3p, ..., 3p + 3q − 1] and when pi has no through blocks, V connects
a block of pi2 on the outer circle to a block of pi2 on the inner circle.
Thus the restriction of (V , pi) to [2, 5, 8, ..., 3p − 1; 3p, ..., 3p + 3q − 1]
is an arbitrary partitioned permutation and thus the set of restric-
tion is isomorphic to the set PSNC(p, q). Since κ2(c, c∗) = 1 we have
κpi(c, c
∗, ....c, c∗) = 1 and thus
κp,q(cac
∗, ..., cac∗) =
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(p,q)
κ(V,pi)(a, ..., a) = ϕ2(ap, aq). (21)
We let
Ccac∗(z, w) =
∑
m,n≥1
κm,n(cac
∗, . . . , cac∗)
be the generating function for the second order cumulants. Then by
equation (21) we have Ccac∗(z, w) = z
−1w−1Ga(z−1, w−1) where
Ga(z, w) =
∑
m,n≥1
ϕ2(a
m, an)z−(m+1)w−(n+1)
is the second order Cauchy transform.
A particular important example is the case when the fluctuation
moments of a are 0. In this case Ga(z, w) = 0 and the the formula
above is reduced to
Gcac∗(z, w) =
∂2
∂z∂w
log
(
Gcac∗(z)−Gcac∗(w)
z − w
)
.
From the random matrix perspective this corresponds to the case when
a is a limit of deterministic matrices and cac∗ then corresponds to
WAW ∗ where W is a Ginibre matrix and A is deterministic.
Remark 66. Observe in the last example, that in the case where a =
rr∗, , the relation between the determining sequence of cr and the
cumulants of crr∗c∗ is the same as the one between the cumulants of
rr∗ and the cumulants of crr∗c∗, (i.e. through the convolution with ζ.
Thus βcrpi = κpi(rr
∗), which in particular explain the last comment in
Example 63.
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8.3. Counterexamples. We end with two examples that show that
not all properties lift to the second order level.
First, contrary to the first order case the powers of a second order
R-diagonal operator is not R-diagonal as the following example shows.
Example 67. [Powers of Haar unitary] Let u be a second order Haar
unitary, then un is first order R-diagonal. However, it is not R-diagonal
of second order.
We will show that
κm,n(u
p, . . . , up, u−p, . . . , u−p) = (p− 1)nδm,n. (22)
This shows that up is not second order R-diagonal, for p 6= 1, since
there are non-alternating cumulants which do not vanish.
To prove (22) we use the moment-cumulant formula and the fact
that up is a first order Haar unitary. Recall that
δm,nnp = ϕ2(u
mp, u−np) =
∑
pi∈SNC(m,n)
κpi(u
p, . . . , up, u−p, . . . , u−p)
+
∑
(V,pi)∈PNC(m,n)′
κ(V,pi)(up, . . . , up, u−p, . . . , u−p).
Notice that the first sum does not depend on p since we only consider
first order cumulants. Let us call this quantity Σ1(m,n), so that
δm,nnp = Σ1(m,n) +
∑
(V,pi)∈PNC(m,n)′
κ(V,pi)(up, . . . , up, u−p, . . . , u−p)
For the second sum, notice that if (V , pi) 6= (1m,m, γm,m) then
κ(V,pi)(up, . . . , up, u−p, . . . , u−p) = 0.
Indeed, at least one block of (V , pi), say B, is contained in either [m]
or [m + 1,m + n], and for this block either κ|B|(up, ..., up) = 0 or,
respectively, κ|B|(u−p, ..., u−p) = 0, since up is a first order Haar unitary.
This means that
κm,n(u
p, . . . , up, u−p, . . . , u−p) = npδm,n − Σ1(m,n) (23)
It remains to calculate Σ1(m,n), which only depends on m and n,
and not in p. In particular, we may take p = 1 in (23) to obtain
0 = κm,n(u, . . . , u, u
−1, . . . , u−1) = nδm,n − Σ1(m,n),
from which Σ1(m,n) = δm,nn, and then (22) follows.
More generally we may consider a sequence of exponents (, θ) =
(1, . . . , m, θ1, . . . , θn) with i, θj ∈ {−1, 1}. We are interested in the
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second order cumulant
κ(,θ,p)m,n := κm,n(u
p1 , . . . , upm , upθ1 , . . . , upθn).
We will show in Equation (24) that we may write κ
(,θ,p)
m,n in terms of p,
κ
(,θ,1)
m,n and κ
(,θ,2)
m,n .
We prove by induction on m+ n that there are functions a(V,pi)(, θ)
and b(V,pi)(, θ) such that for all (V , pi) ∈ PSNC(m,n) and all p we have
κ(V,pi)(up1 , up2 , . . . , upm , upθ1 , upθ2 , . . . , upθn)
= a(V,pi)(, θ)p+ b(V,pi)(, θ).
When m = n = 1 we set V = {(1, 2)} and pi = (1)(2). For , θ ∈
{−1, 1} we set
a(V,pi)(, θ) =
{
1 + θ = 0
0 + θ 6= 0 and b(V,pi)(, θ) =
{
−1 + θ = 0
0 + θ 6= 0 .
By Equation (22) we have κ1,1(u
p, upθ) = (p− 1)δ,−θ = a(V,pi)(, θ)p+
b(V,pi)(, θ). This starts the induction.
To continue we write up to mean up1up2 · · ·upm = up(1+···+m). By
the moment cumulant formula
pϕ2(u
, uθ) = ϕ2(u
p, upθ)
=
∑
pi∈SNC(m,n)
κpi(u
p1 , . . . , upm , upθ1 , . . . , upθn)
+
∑
(V,pi)∈PNC(m,n)′
κ(V,pi)(up1 , . . . , upm , upθ1 , . . . , upθn).
The sum Σ(,θ) :=
∑
pi∈SNC(m,n) κpi(u
p,, up,θ) only depends on  and θ.
On the other hand, suppose (V , pi) 6= (1m+n, γm,n). Write pi = pi1×pi2 ∈
NC(m)×NC(n). Let B be the block of V that is the union of a cycle
of pi1 (with k elements) and a cycle of pi2 (with l elements).
Then there are η1, . . . , ηk+l ∈ {−1, 1} and ζ(1)1 , . . . , ζ(1)r1 , . . . , ζ(s)1 , . . . ,
ζ
(s)
rs ∈ {−1, 1} such that
κ(V,pi)(up1 , . . . , upm , upθ1 , . . . , upθn)
= κk,l(u
pη1 , . . . , upηk+l)×
s∏
i=1
κri(u
pζ
(i)
1 , . . . , upζ
(i)
ri ),
Thus, by induction this cumulant is a product of a linear function of p,
κk,l(u
pη1 , . . . , upηk+l), and terms that do not depend on p, namely, cumu-
lants of first order. Let us denote this linear function by a˜(V,pi)(, θ)p+
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Figure 9. Diagrams in Example 68 with non-zero contri-
bution.
b˜(V,pi)(, θ). Putting all together we arrive at the identity
κm,n(u
p,, up,θ) = pϕ2(u
, uθ) + Σ(,θ)
+
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(m,n)′
(V,pi)6=(1m+n,γm,n)
(a˜(V,pi)(, θ)p+ b˜(V,pi)(, θ))
= p
ϕ2(u, uθ) + ∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(m,n)′
(V,pi)6=(1m+n,γm,n)
a˜(V,pi)(, θ)
+ Σ(,θ)
+
∑
(V,pi)∈PSNC(m,n)′
(V,pi)6=(1m+n,γm,n)
b˜(V,pi)(, θ).
which proves the inductive step. By substituting κ
(,θ,2)
m,n and κ
(,θ,1)
m,n the
formula above we see that
κ(,θ,p)m,n = p
(
κ(,θ,2)m,n )− κ(,θ,1)m,n
)
+
(
2κ(,θ,1)m,n − κ(,θ,2)m,n
)
(24)
as claimed.
Finally, in first order free probability a well-known result is that if
u is a Haar unitary free from a, then for any b free from u, then ubu∗
is free from a. We now prove that, for u and a second order free, in
general, ubu∗ is not second order free from a,
Example 68. Suppose that a and b are operators in a second order
probability space, and u is a second order Haar unitary which is sec-
ond order free from a and b. Then, from the formula for products as
arguments we have
κ1,1(ubu
∗, a) =
∑
(V,pi)
κ(V,pi)(u, b, u∗, a),
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where the sum is over partitions that separate the points {3, 4}. The
only partitions satisfying that 3 and 4 are in different cycles as shown
in Fig 9. Thus
κ1,1(ubu
∗, a) = κ2(u, u∗)κ2(b, a) + κ2(u, u∗)κ1,1(b, a) = κ2(u, u∗)ϕ2(b, a)
Thus, whenever ϕ2(b, a) 6= 0, uau∗ and b are not second order free since
κ1,1(ubu
∗, a) does not vanish.
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